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As George Wingfield remarked in reply to
letters about information sharing in the last
edition of The Circular, we are all
volunteers in CCCS, with limited resources
as well as time (apartform SKS, who are an

invaluable professional help with routine
administration). Expectations of a

mission-control-type centre with a

magisterial council of experts in permanent
session seem to haunt the minds of some of
our correspondents! In reality, as yet, we
are a collection of individuals,
geographically spread around from
Norfolk to Cornwall to Scotland, trying in
our own time to make sense of an erratic
and increasingly complex phenomenon,
and to keep up with a great variety of
correspondence with other enthusiasts. In
these circumstances, getting together a

database is, to say the least, a challenge! A
few years ago, when most of the croP-
circles were in Wiltshire and Hampshire, a

small group of researchers could keep track
of them; now outside'Wessex, we need to
draw increasingly on the skills, awareness
and generosity of local branches and
researchers to record the phenomenon. It
may be frustrating in some ways not to have
a quick-response team ready to fly to
Dublin airport when a circle is reported at
the end of the runway, but personally I am
delighted that CCCS is becoming an

increasingly participatory organisation;
hearty thanks to those who have sent
photographs, drawings, news-cuttings and
information. Quite a few 'hitherto-
unknown circles from previous years are
coming to light this way, and certainly some
which we might otherwise have missed this
year. The database is coming together - but
please, never assume we already know all
there is to know about a formation. As
someone has said: we may even find the
colour of the farmer's eyes is relevant!

The 1992 crop circle season is over and
those who have been actively involved in
CCCS are getting back to coping with all
the things they are putting off during the
summer! Some are disappointed that the
phenomenon has not been as dramatic in
their perception this season as in the two
previous years, and that there has not been
the quantum shift in development which
some had been hoping for. There is also
widespread anger that this enormously
important phenomenon should be
consistantly trivialised and rubbished in
the press and media. Each autumn the
jackals who hang around the crop circle

scene get their articles attacking the subject
and those studying it into the national
papers, whereas more reasoned and open-
minded contributions are conststentll
denied publication. Wh;' rs ihe media
coverage so downright bad and the

unsubstantiated allegations of hoar so

shrill?

At a public meeting of Quest
International (a UFO organisation) at
Leeds (UK) on September 26th this year
tapes were played of conversations with
government officials and other people,
backing a case for an alleged
disinformation campaign being carried ou1

by various international agencies to
discredit the crop circle phenomenon. I
have examined carefully the evidence put
forward to substantiate these claims, and I
have to admit that I am not satisfied that a
case has been made in this particular
instance. That said however, there is

widesperead circumstantial evidence for a

real disinformation campaign over the last
three years with the apparent intention of
destroying the crop circle subject in public
perception as a genuine phenomenon. We

continue to take these activities seriously.

Has ir thcn been such a bad year?
Certainly not, either in terms of the
development of the phenomenon or
indeed in the CCCS response to the
scientific and research chalienge. Over 2'10

formations occurred in Englelnd tl.ris

summer and uere reported on the CCCS
n tline. lhq hotl,n<.LIlrr !(msnt'rull b\
Barbara Daries and th::ronthl\ ne\\s
sheeis run br P.,:rrik Pals:ar e--\loore rvere

i\:r( m( ) -u..<.-lu Our ionlPuler
darabase is being impressively organiseC by

George \\'ingfield ancl John Nlartineau,
*'ho has also carried out and published
surveys of the formations. Further surveys
and research were undertaken by Stanley
Morcom and your chairrnan. All rnernbers
of the various research panels were active
in the field, as was of course Argus, the
international scientific team headed by
Michael Chorost and Montague Keen,
with the able assistance of Ralph Noyes
(see separate report). Arrangemerlts for
aerial surveillance and air photography
were less well coordinated, but there
appears to have been a generally good
coverage of formations by Rusty Taylor,
even the most short-lived ones.

The first CCCS international conference
at Winchester in Juiy \\'as an outstanding
success and Beth Davis fully deserves the
warmest thanks of CCCS for
masterminding the arrangements. The
proceedings of the confetence will be
published shortly. George Wingfietd has
ably gripped the problems and challenges
of our own magazine, The Circular. One of
the organisation's works which has been
extremely successful is that of the local
county groups organised by Patrick

Palgrave-Moore. There has been evidence
of considerable activity by the various
organisers and members which has
undoubtedly been a major factor in the
effectiveness of the organisation as a whole
this year. None of these activities could
have succeeded without the firm
infrastructure provided by the work of
Lucy Pringle and Hugh Pincott.

The brilliant analytical work by Stanley
Morcom of the physical structure of the
formations this year has shown
conclusively that certain features cannot be
hoaxed. These criteria, which were made
public at the Winchester conference, were
endorsed by observing the human
limitations of man-made formations at the.
West Wycombe competition this summer.
As a result we have been able to define
accurately which formations were hoaxed
and pick out man-made features added to
genuine ones. Of those examined in
Hampshire and Wiltshire only a tiny
percentage couid be regarded as hoaxes.

It is perhaps inappropriate here to state
my own perceptions of the game-plan of
the crop circle makers, who at the end of
the season produced a series of spectacular
formations culminating in a great mandala
with symbols on the points of the eight
directions. However, I believe that the
work of the crop circle makers and the
CCCS is well on course.

Furthermore there has been an
interesting development in one particular
field. The 1992 season was marked by a

major increase of "earth light" occurrences
and UFO experiences. Important
photographic and audio material has been
referred to Ralph Noyes with a view to
publication shortly.

The organisation is not a secretive cult
gripped by paranoia, and in our search for
the truth we must be open and responsible
in our dealings with everyone, including
those who, for whatever motivation, are
attacking our work. I believe that one of
our main duties is to make every effort
individually and through the many local
groups, to see that the news of the
phenomenon spreads as widely as possible
both here and abroad.

In practically every field of the
organisation's work I feel we are making
notable progress thanks to the dedication
of everyone involved. I look forward to
working with you all next year.

D^^^ 2



THE UFO CONNECTION
strange luminosities sometimes reported
or even see a crop circle being formed.

1992 has seen a remarkable increase in
these aerial phenomena which we natu-
rally associatewith the circles ia the corn.

ln general the most commqnly reported
variety of UFO is the luminous orange

sphere seen iow over the fields at night.
These. whatever they are, sometimes ap-

pear several at a time, move about in a

sseminglv purposeful filanner and often
blink out ir siru.

A:ad sometimes, though rarely, one re-
ceives reports of 'strucfured eraft' which

have all the appearance of a metallic
spaceship, disk or cigar shaped, and most

oflen with iighted 'portholes'. These
"craft", too, often seem capable ofdisap-
pearixg rn situ. The following article in
this issue describesjust such a sighting.

One only has to turn to Andrews' and

Delgado's book Circular Evidence to find
details of UFO sightings connected with
the circles. Most significant of these early
events was perhaps the appearance of a

huge luminous object at Avebury imme-
drately prior to the formation of the first
big quincun-r at Silbury Hill in July 1988.

At 11.15 pm on July 13th Mary Freeman

from Marlborough was driving home

through Avebury when she noticed a

huge luminous object shaped like an ellip-
soid stationary over Waden Hill. There
was no moon that night, but the UFO
appeared larger and brighter than a full
moon. Mary drove on towards r*'est

Kennett as she watched the object.

She then observed a long narrow pencil of
white light shining obliquely downuard
from the object in the direction of Silbury
Hill and had the immediate impression

that it was an "energy beam" or that it was

channeling energy. She did not klow
why she had had this thought. Another
strange occurrence at this time was that
several small items from the front shelf of
the car rose up and flew into her lap. "It
was as if a surge of energy had passed

through the car.'

She drove slowly towards Silbury turning
right onto the A4 road, determrned to find
where the beam of light met the ground.
But in getting there she briefly lost sight
of the shining UFO and, when she next
looked up for it, it had vanished. This

experience had a deep emotional effect on

Mary and she felt awed or honoured by

this silent spectacle as she later told me.

It was not until several days later that she

heard of the enormous quincunx of cir-
cles, which had appeared opposite Silbury
Hill, and had been found early on July

15th. Although at least 24 hours must

have elapsed between Mary's sighting
and the advent of the circles it was hard

not to hfer a connection between the two.

On occasions when circles have appeared

in completely new locations they have

often been preceded by sightings of uni-
dentified luminous objects close to or
above the fields in question. It is as if
whatever this was had seeded the sitewith
something unseen or non-material which
later gives rise to the circles phenomenon.

After initial visitation by the aerial com-

ponent of the circle-making agency a new

site often continues to exhibit circles in
successive seasons but nothing further is

seen in the sky.

This is not aluays the case at very active

sites such as Silbury Hill or Alton Barnes.

In those places there have been manl'

reports of luminous orange spheres over
the cornfields in recent years. [n June

1989 just such a luminous sphere u'as

observed bi a resident of \\'est Kennett

descendiag into that verv same field op-

posite Silburi Hrll and here an imperfect
quincunr fc.rmatron and some smaller
iy.'lgr r,,;r; found the next moming.

Ttus oblect appeared to be about 30 ft ix
diameter. It "bounced" and then hovered

or er the ground before blinking out.

Near Milk Hill on June 22nd 1991 John

Holman saw and video-recorded another

such object, perhaps 70-80 ft across,

moving silently across the sky. It then

blinked out or vanished behind the hill.

ln addition to various video films whrch

have been made of these nocturnal
luminosities, there are two well known
video sequences which appear to show

small daylight objects moving in seem-

ingly purposeful fashion over the
wheatfields. One of these was made last

year at Manton near Marlborough by fwo
German visitors, Constantin and Muckr
von Durkheim. The small luminous ob-
ject which does not seem to be solid, and

possibly shrhks in size as it moves to-

The connection between UFOs and the

crop circles has been the subject of con-

siderable controversy since the circles

first intruded upon public awareness dur-
ing the 1970s and the 1980s. The prob-

lem, of ccurse, has alway's been our al-
rncst total inability to understand UFOs
anci, sc.. in acuepting anv connection we

attribute the cause of one mystery to

another equally beu'ildering one.

The first convincing reports of mysteri-
ous markings in the corn which can be

taken as the precursors of the our current
agriglyphs are fcrund in the writrngs of
Arthur Shuttlewood who described the

extrar-rrdinary UFO infestation of the

Wamninster area during the late 1960s

and the 1970s. During that timecrowds of
skinvatchers gathered on the hills arond

the tori,n night after night to watch for the

not i,nfrequent displays of strange aerial
phencuiena.

In Shuttlewood's book The Flying
Saucerers he describes an occasion in
1972 when he and other watchers ob-
served a senes of luminous objects, in-
cludrng a triangtre with coloured lights
rotating, and rnoving low over the
wheatfields. Shortly afterwards his com-

panion, Bryce Bond, heard a noise like
something crushing down the wheat and

saw the corn being flattened in a triangu-
lar shape about 20 ft long and also in a 30
ft circle; the flattening agency was some-
thing invisible. These were not isolated
incidents.

Twenty years later similar events are still
occurring in Wiltshire, though we have
few eye witness accounts of circles form-
iag, and once more during the summer

months there are groups of watchers (now
usually calling themselves cropwatchers)

standing at vantage points near Silbury
Hill and Alton Bames hoping to see the

r



..rard: the camera, travels above a large

pi: to-rram known as the 'Manton Ant'. It
disappears into the crop more than once

and reappears again. Whatever this is' is
hardly a "nuts and bolts" mini-UFO, but

rt is equally unlikely to be back-lit dande-

lion seed or thistledown as suggested by

the sceptics.

Perhaps more interesting is the small

disk-shaped object video-recorded flying
over a field near Milk Hill bY Steven

Alexander in July 1990. This object flies

low over a tractor which is being driven
across the field at the time and the driver
is seento lookup atit. Thetractordriver,
Leon Besant, later described what he had

seen as a disk; indeed, he speaks in terms

of a small UFO, and it is inconceivable

that he should fail to recognise thistle-

down! The sceptics are mute about this.

I do have a report of one such object,

about a foot across, which a friend saw at

close quarters moving in the great 1990

pictogram at Alton Barnes. Hopefully we

may get a ful1 written rePort of this

sometime. It does seem that, just as with
more traditional UFOs, some people are

more likely' (or, perhaps, able) to see

these things than others. So what are these

lumrnous ob.lects, seemingly of variable

size. most otten invisible, which move

silently ia or above our cornfields during

the summer and even after the harvest?

Are these rn lact the actual circlemakers?

This * as a question uluch I put to Ameri-
can col1ea-sues and in particular I re-

quested that remote viewing of the crop

circles might be undertaken to help find
*'hat produces the phenomenon. "Remote

Viewing" is a modem psychic technique

which has frequently been used by the

U.S. military in re,cent years to locate

hidden weapons, such as nuclear subma-

rines or atomic missiles. Edward Dames,

who spent time developing these tech-

niques while in the U.S. Defense Intelli-
gence Agency and now, as a civilian, is
the president of Psi Tech, a company

whose specific business is remote view-

ing. Psi Tech was recently commissioned

to help in a project to locate possible

nuclear and chemical weapons concealed

by Saddam Hussein tn lraq.

Their initial results using certain crop

circles locations as target--whatever one

may think as regards this being a valid
technique- were as follows: Luminous

spheres, about a foot in diameter, with a
bluish-white tinge, were viewed "roll-
ing" through the wheat about one foot

above the ground and below the level of
the ears. The wheat bent and fell in neat

swaths as these spheres passed through it.

During part of this exercise it was stated

that two or more such spheres were sensed

as "acting in concert", presumably trac-

ing out different parts of a crop forma-

tion. This is certainly consistent with the

interleaved and multiple lays which CCCS

has often observed in many pictograms'

When in Atlanta last April I asked Edward

Dames where these luminous spheres came

from and who or what controlled them.

This was harder to answer but the clear

implication was that some form of extra-

terrestrial intelligence (whether physical

or non-physical) was at work' The remote

viewing process did not show this aspect

Trwmead Copse and the "Cheshire Cat" Crescent . (61811992\
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of the enigma but they did have an answer

as to where the spheres returned. This was

seen as an "aiiless environment" where

perhaps 30 - 40 such spheres wereheld on

some sort of disc used as a collecting area.

This ma1' all be rather hard to swallow for
those unfamiiiar with the concept or va-

liditl of remote viewing. Nevertheless

the descnption does correspond in some

measure to the small luminous spheres

which have been reported so frequently
from around lvfilk Hill and that area.

These spheres are perhapsjust one variety

of what we tend to describe as UFOs.

Before even trying to tackle the question

of what UFOs really are it is perhaps

instructive to list some of the characteris-

tics ofwhat we loosely term UFOs. Maybe

one should not generalise too much since

we are undoubtedly dealing with a phe-

nomenon which is far from homogene-

ous. But, excluding the archetypal "nuts

and bolts" UFOs, so beloved of Holly-
wood, and of which several crashed and

retrieved examp[es are reputedly to be

found concealed in certain top secret es-

tablishments in the U.S.A., we can start

with the following :-

(1) UFOs are polymorphous; they actu-

ally change shape and size, and frequently

appear to move as though theY were a

living thing, sometirnes with a bobbing

motion or like a falling leaf'

(2) Almost always silent and ghost-like,

they sometimes appear to be solid craft

although there is no convincing evidence

of all or part of such a craft being left
behind "in our dimensions".

(3) They appear to have a transient exist-

ence within our dimensions and often

blink out orvanishwhile still within one's

field of view. Nevertheless they are capa-

ble ofleaving behind ground traces, pho-

tographic images and sometimes even

volatile substances such as "angel hair" or

frne powder.

(4) "Place" is often of paranrount impor-

tance and UFOs are far more likely to be

seen in certain venues (such as Warminster,

Gulf Brceze, Alton Barnes, etc.).

(5) UFO encounters very often appear tc
respond to human interaction and they

react in a way that is dependent on the

observers. They sometirnes seem to mir-
ror human contact w'ith them and appear

to "wink" back when a torch or flashlight
is flashed at them. The importance of
"plaee" (4) may, ofcourse, only be due to



the fact that these are places where hope-

ful watchers gather in order to see UFOs.

Awareness of point (5) has lead Dr Steven

Greer of CSETI (see next article by Chris
Mansell) to develop what he calls the

Close Encounterof theFifth Kind. This is
his term for human-initiated UFO contact
which his group seem to have achieved on

several occasions. He contends that by
meditation and the developing of a wel-
coming openness to theintelligenceswhich
are associated with the UFO phenom-

enon, we can induce UFO contact. Nega-

tivity and fear will have the opposite
effect and will prevent such encounters.

In developing this approach Greer arbi-
trarily assumes that the intelligence which
we are dealing wrth is friendly and it is a

necessary assumption for his protocols to
work. This standpoint is hotly disputed

by some who see the extraterrestrial intel-
ligences as a threat and think in terms of
little grey aliens who abduct humans.

Howeverthis malign, even demonic, per-
ception of UFOs and their occupants may

ofcourse be only a reflection ofour own
fears.

Whether right or wrong, Steven Greer

and his group achieved success on April
l4th this year at Gulf Breeze, Florida,
when such an apparently induced encoun-
ter was witnessed by many people. Five
luminous UFOs (or craft as Greer would
say) appeared in the night sky and moved

in formation. This was all recorded on

video. At one stage three of the objects

form an equilateral triangle and the other

two UFOs fly behind. Thel'are then seen

to fly low over the rvatchers. One UFO
can be seen flashing back in seeming

response to the flashed signals directed at

themby members of Greer's group usin-r

powerful hand-held flashlights.

Steve Greer believes that if these protocols
can be developed sufficiently that actual

landing and contact will eventualll' be-

come a possibility.

This may all seem a long way from what
we are familiar with as regards the crop
circles but nevertheless many of us are

aware that we are dealing with some kind
of non-physical intelligence associated

with the circles which may well be of the
same origin as that associatecl with the
UFO phenomenon. UFOs may well be

visible manifestations of the energies, or
consciousness, which are present in the
(genuine) circles. It is no coincidence that

R.ussian UFO researchers use dowsing,

which they call biolocation, to locate

UFO landing sites and this is accepted as

standard practice. The parallel of British
cerealogists dowsing circles and Russians

dowsing their "UFO landing sites" will
not be lost on those who see all this as diff-
erent aspects of the same phenomenon.

In 1992 there has been a considerable
increase of luminous aerial phenomena

reported in the circles areas and this is

touched on in Raplh Noyes' report on

Project Argus (see page 19). One such

sighting was that of John and Julie
Wakefi eld near Alton Priors in Wiltshire,
who saw a luminous orange object be-

trveen some trees at 10. 15 pm on July
28th. Julie Wakefield takes up the story:

"At that moment the object came above

the trees and was bobbing up and down.

[This bobbing motion was frequently re-
ported by Arthur Shuttlewood writing
about UFOs at Warminster in 19641 19721

"We clambered out of our Landrover and

stood on the roof to get a closer look. We
watched the object for several minutes as

it bobbed above the trees; then it abruptly
stopped and held a stationary position. It
maintarned that position for approximately

a minute and then suddenly a smali piece

of the orange ball broke otTand flew to the

right of the larger one. The iarger object
was about 35 ft across and the smaller one

about 8 ft. This smaller object then made

a clockwise revolution in the sky.

"At this point rve could hear that some

dogs had begun to bark at a nearby'farm
and the corvs in an ad-joining f-ield sere
mal:rng noises as thou_sh thel had b:-'n
startled b1 somethrn_s. Th= snaller oh.r .- I

then tleu back to the on_ltnal ,:'br:,:

*tu;h rt relotned a: though 1l hal nJ'. cr

lrtt it anJ thc,'r \.,1. th:n l '.':I;J L:rr';<r,

the trees. The cattle ceased tc be alarrn:d
but the dogs u ent on barkrng. \\': .'r at;h;d
for several n-unutes but the obl:;i lras no

longer visible so \\ e \\ -nt ba:k Lnstde our

Landror,er to dlscuss uhat *e had just
witnessed.

"Five minutes later the orange ball ap-

peared yet again above the trees. bobbing
for a few seconds and then it remained

stationary'. We r.vent outside our vehicle
again and rvatched 1n amazement as the

object hung there for over thlee minutes
and then it went behind the trees again.

We decided to drive to the caravan near

East Field to see if anyone was there.

"At that moment we noticed a very bright
oi'ange glow in Tawsrnead Copse which

lit up the whole wood. The same orange

object then came above the trees and flew
very slowly from Tawsmead Copse to-
wards Alton Priors. It flew slowly and

smoothly and then abruptly stopped and

again remained stationary. It looked huge

hanging there, and extremely bright.

"An Army helicopter then appeared to the
north of the luminous object. A further
two helicopters appeared to the east and

west of it. The object flew southwards
blinking out as soon as the first helicopter
advanced towards it. The three helicop-
ters circled several times where the object

had been and then flew off.

"There were several witnesses to this

event including Dr Steven Greer, Eddie
Sherwood and others, who had been sit-
ting in a lar-se formation (consisting of a

big circle and a separate wide ring) at the

time as part of their project. Various
cropwatchers who had been positioned on

Adam's Grave and Knap Hill aiso saw it,
together with a farmworker.

"John and I were lucky since we had such

a close vantage point on each occasion the

ohject appeared. The whole event took
place betrveen 10.15 pm and 10.35 pm.

"The following day Busty Taylor spotted

two formations at Draycot Fitz Payne

while tlving over ihat area. This was.just
half a rrule from w'here the lurninous
oblect had tirst app.areil , There itas a

srmple 30 ft crr;1. an,i also a smaLi ;tr;le
urth an annuLar rurg. l-hc lattcr had ap-

pear;d dunns :h: pr.,, rr.us msht (July 28/
l9th, ali l:.;rr.1: Lrn the mght of July
15 l-:h. Th. nn_sed crrcle had no tracks
:-, rt anJ b'r:th crr;les looked impressive.

\\.; .1.rke to \{r Bryant at nearby Draycott
\{anor Cotatage. He said the dogs nearhis
house had started to bark loudly and

continuously that night which they don't
normally do. He also said that an odd
message, "CAUTION, POLICE", had

come over a baby alarm system used in the

house. Nothing had ever interf-ered with
this before and he thought that it had a
very limited range. "

Tlesc strangc aerial phcnomena. reminis-
cent of the Warminster UFOs twenty
years ago, have retumed to haunt this part

of mid-Wiltshire just where that the con-
centration of crop formations has been
greatest. The UFO connection with crop
circles is undoubted but we are still as far
as ever fiom understanding the nature of
UFOs. Maybe Steven Greer's approach
r,vill enable us tLr progress along this road.



- - -.: t,l _;,:,:eil has a B.A. (Hons) degree
.*. * :..t Rnal College of Art. He has
:..^a..: i7: .\'atcastle University, Sunder-
..:.; Pc,htechnic and Falmouth College
: i .4r;. He became interested in the crop
.':nltatiorts in 1989/1990 as an annexe to
:"'e -rrudt' of prehistoric cave att and rock
,-.;n irrgs and. related symbolism.

Quire b_,- chance he became involved inthe
t-'FO encounter experimentation which
rtos carried out this summer near Alton
Barnes by Dr Steven Greer, We present
iL€t€ dn ur\arnished account of what
Chris arul those with him saw in the
,rciniry of Woodborough Canal Bridge
iurinP the ear\t hours ofJuly 27th 1992.

-r .Iul,v i992 my friend, Annick Nevejan,
:::d I decided to visit Wiltshire to have a
-.hort holiday and possibly see some crop
i:rmations. We arrived in Alton Barnes
::r: da1' after the formation of "The Snail,'
rld decided to stay for further develop-
:I-N IS,

. hal become interested in crop forma-
:t :ns n\ o vears previOusly aS an extensiOn

of my interest in pre-historic archaeology
and there was the obvious link between
formations and existing sites. Annick
however, had never seen a crop formation
and was quite excited to see The Snail. In
the following days we visited a number of
formations as they were reported to us.

On the afternoon of the 16th July, at about
5.30, we located the triple ring formation
near Beckhampton plantation (SU
089677). We had not entered the forma-
tion and were looking across the valley
towards Hemp Knoll. It was a fairly
wndy day with periods of hazy sunshine.
While looking across the valley we no-
ticed that a mist had formed above a
fallow field next to an area of sarsen
stones (SU 082673). The mist appeared
very unusual as it seemed to be floating at
a constant height above the field and
moving NE. However, at the same time it
seemed to be confined to that partieular
field. Annick moved along the footpath to
observe it from another angle and during
this time it appeared to form itself into a
serpent-like shape with a coiled tail and
then slowly disintegrated.

We were both quite surprised by this
event and decided to report it to Lucy
Pringle at the CCCS conference the fol-
lowing weekend. She has a full report.

About a week later we were sitting at an
adjacent table to a group of American
visitors who were discussing crop forma-
tions. We evenfually started to compare
notes and they showed us a fonnation
which had appeared the previous day and
which they had observ'ed from the air.
This was exactly the same as the shape

which had appeared in the mist, near
Beckhampton, a week earlier, Once again
we were quite surprised at this coinci-
dence.

The American visitors formed part of a
group from the CSETI *(Centre for the
Srudy of Extra-Terrestrial lntelligence)
whose director is Dr. Steven M. Greer.
They asked us to accompany them the
following day to visit some formations to
exchange ideas and discuss our individual
involvement. As a result of our meeting
Steve Greer invited us to joia their project
conceming active communication with
extra-terrestrial intelligence and with the
agency concerned with the manufacture
of the crop formations.

Their research involved group meditation
and concentration using varying images
and ciphers; also the use ofhigh-powered
hand-held searchlights to convey simple
shapes into the sky.

On the evening of Saturday 26th luly
Annick and I arrived at the crop formation
near Tawsmead Copse, Alton priors,
where the project was based for that
evening, at about 11.30 p.m. As we
arrived it started to rain heavily and be-
fore we could join the rest of the party
they were already coming out of the
formation. After some discussion we cie-
cided to leave the track and retum to the
concrete road south-west of Wooclborough
Hill since we had heard that cars sorne-
times became stuck in the rnud" -Ihe 

w.hole
party parked in a iay-b1'on rhe right-hand
side of the road f'acing icwards lhe
Woodborough barns (aw.a;., frcin Alton
Barnes). After further discussion it was

Estimated Shape of Object
Shorving colours and directions of lights
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decided to abandon the project for that
svsning and one of the group left to take
her friend home. A little later, at approxi-
mately 12.10 a.m., two members of the
CSETI team, Ron Russell and Shari
Adamiak, returned to their hotel as they
had to leave early the next day. This left
Annick and myself in my car and two
CSETI members, Dr. Stephen Greer and

Dr. Sandra Srrall, in a car immediately in
front of us.

The weather had cleared up slightly but
occasional patches of rtrizde were still
coming and going and therefore, after a

short conversation, we decided to wait a

further five to ten minutes and then aban-
don the project for the night.

Annick and I were sitting talking about
the evenings' events.
I had the drivers lvin-
dow open a.s I was
smoking a cigarette at

the time when I no-
ticed towards what I
estimated to be the
South a long strip of
coloured lights which
appeared to be revolv-
ing from left to right
changing colour from
red through white to
green. Having never
seen anyttri-ng like this
before I immediately
got out of the car and

went to tell Steve. He
opened his window,
saw the lights, and
immediately recognised it as what he

called 'a non-terrestrial craft'. By this
time we were all out on the road and

watched the craft as it moved slowly from
east to west and trecarne stationary at a
position just above the horizon. This ali
took about three to five minutes as the
lights, or "craft', moved very slowly and
gracefully to a stationary position.

We estimated that it must have been 1500-
2500 feet away by noting the positions of
street-lights and electricity pylons. We
also saw it at one point partially disappear
behind some trees so we could say that at
its point of origination it must have been
very low. Dr. Stephen Greer estimated
that the "craft' must have been 80-100
feet in diameter.

I would like to say briefly that it occurred
to me later thatthe lights simply appeared
and weren't seen travelling towards that
point. AIso at a certain stage in its
movement it appeared to illuminals Gos-
sibly by reflection from the ground) its
own structure and we all saw that it was a
cigar-shaped object, possibly circular,
seen from the edge with a small projection
at of the top (see diagram).

As the craft became stationary I thought it
flipp"d through 90 degrees so that we
could see its underside. The light forma-
tion was now triangular with a triangle of
three amber lights at the top, and a row of
coloured lights forming the base of the
triangle, again ranging from red at the
left, to blue-green at the right. The lights
on the underbelly were much dimmer than

those viewed from the side.

After a few moments one of the ora-ose

lights formrng the upper triangle seemed

to separate from the formation. move
slightly west, and retum to the formation.
Then, one of the red lights at the ba-se of
the formation also seemed to separate,

move slightly to the e.ast, and re.lotn the

formation. Next, it appeared that three
red lights broke away from the lormation,
moved a considerable distance to the west,
and then rejoined the formation. During
the whole of this time, about ten minutes,

we were observing these events through
binoculars and making an audio tape of
what was occurring on a portable cassette
recorder. There was no doubt at all about
what was happening.

We were all fairly excited but managed to
keep a careful watch on events as they
unfolded. I would like to say at this point
that the 'craft" was completely silent and
during the time span over which we wit-
nessed this occurrence a number of cars
were seen and heard passing by on the
road (the A342) beyond where the craft
was situated and also an army helicopter
could be heard in the distance, but not
s@n.

Dr. Steven Greer decided ttrat he would
like to try to communicate with the object
and asked Dr. Small to take one of the
high-powered hand-held lights from the
back of his car while we kept the craft
under observation. He took the light and
pointed directly at the formation and sig-
nalled nro short bursts of light. To our

absolute amazement
the light at the top of
the formation mir-
rored this signal ex-
actly. So there could
be absolutely no doubt
as to what was goiag
on this procedurewas
repeated a number of
times and on each oc-

casion the siagle light
flashed back il ex-

actiy the samepattern.

The craft then started

to move away to the
west and then to the

south and appeared to
be going down the

{r on Valley. We finally lost sight of it
and that terminated the encounter. The
time span of the whole event was about 15
minutes.

During the course of this event many
attempts were made to obtain accurate
compass bearings of the points of origin
and disappearance of the object. How-
ever, on each occasion we tried the com-
pass was found to be giving a completely
different result and therefore positions
were mea$ured accurately the following
day after careful consideration had been

given to physical landforms and struc-
tures (for example Woodborough Hill,
the Bams, Woodborough Bndge, etc.)"

Shortly afterwards Judy Young and Peter

Underside of
Light errangrmant ls :Ern.

Objec t
t:*. e*lneted,
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Da', eoport who had been on the hill with
C'.kn .tdrews' party stopped in their car

and reported to us that at some time during
thrs time span they had seen the Tawsmead
neld illuminated ia a strange fashion. It
uas a cloudy night and there was no

moon, stars or local street lighting. The
treld had appeared to be lit by some

unseen source for about thirty seconds,

then this faded away leaving just the

blackness of the wet and stailess night.

We stood for some considerable time
discussing these events ensuring that we
all had a clear picture of what had hap-
pened. At about 1.20-1.30 a.m., while
looking almost directly east, a similar
object seemed to come towards us but not
nearly as close. This object disappeared
towards the south and was completely
silent. We estimated this to be at a dis-
tance of one to two miles. After much
discussion we decided to return home as

the weather was worsening and meet the

next day.

It was reported to us the next day that
other members of the group who had left
the area had also had strange experiences.

Il was noted that on the 30th July a srnall

:rop circle, approximately 40ft diameter,
rra-s found in wheat at O.S. Map Ref.
SI-1 15607, near Woodborough Bridge
.\'er the Kennet & Avon Canal), in the

:lrse r i;rmtv of where the sighting origi-
rsi:d There had neverbeen circles in this
ar:a tear \\'oodborough previously.

The u'hole event was outli-ned by Dr.
Steven Creer to various groups of re-
sear:hers at a meetiDg on the followiag

day at the home of Tim and Polly Carson,

the owners of the farm where the research

project was taking place, and to whom we
are all grateful for their time and patience.

I am apprehensive about making any firm
statement concerning the involvement of
the event which we witnessed with the

manufacture of crop formations. How-
ever, it would certainly appear through
ours, and other sightings around this time,
that the possibility of a link exists. It
seems just too coincidental that the group

from the CSETI should be using the crop
formation platform and its resulti-ng in the

events which we witnessed.

I have not experienced anything ltke this
before or since.

* CSETI, the Center for the Study of
Extra-Terrestrial Intelligence (PO Box
15401, Asheville, NC 28813, U.S.A.)
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Ahhough the following accounr of a re-

markable and detailed UFO sighting by

the editor ofThe Circular has no connec-

tion with the crop circles, it is included
here to illustate the nature of such en-

counters which seem to be of entirely
material and objective crafi, andyet they

are ghost-like and tansient as though

something had swum into our dimensions

and out again as a resub ofsome interac-
t ion betweefi o ur co ns cio us nes s and what -

ever it is out there. In this case photo-
graphs of one of the UFOs were made with
two dffirent camero.s and in other cases

UFOs appear to have left behirul them

ground markings such a-t crop circles.

We had never visited Washington, D.C.,
previously and had arrived at National
Airport at4.20 p.m. thatafternoon. My
wife Gloria and i had flown fronn R.aleigh/

Durham, N.C., and were met by Susan

Webster, who is also English, but who

has lived near the city for many years.

Although we had corresponded neither of
us had met Susan until that day. She drove

us from the airport and pointed out many

of the landmarks in the city. The weather
was bright and sunny with hardly a cloud
in the sky.

We stopped the car by the Tidal Basin of
the Potomac river to wander in the sun and

look at the cherry blossom which was at

its finest. I suggested that we walk to the

Washington Monument which entailed

crossing two busy roads which we man-

aged with difficulty. There were dozens

of tourists there, mostly i-n a straggly line
round the base waiting to ascend the

inside of the great obelisk. Enquiry
indicated that we would have to wait 45
minutes if we wished to go up in the lift.
I took photos of the 555ft high monument
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with my Canon Autofocus camera.

Just as we were leaviag the monument I
said that I must get a photo of the White
House from this vantage pointand crossed
to one side to do this. However, this
photograph was never taken for, as I
walked, I glanced up again towards the
apex of the great pillar. Over the top of
the monument, travelling silently towards
the west at great altitude was a bright disk.

As if this was not astonishing enough
there followed behind it a small fleet of
seven lesser objects also shining bril-
liantly as they swept silently above
the obelisk. Although there was

no way of telling, these all ap-
peared to be at a substantial alti-
tude, perhaps 20,000 to 30,000
ft. This estimate is based on com-
parison with jet aircraft at similar
altitudes but it was quite plain
that these were not aircraft. The
large disk-shaped object must
have subtended an angle ofabout
one quarter the diameter of the

full moon (7 minutes of arc).

Gloria and Susan immediately saw

what I was pointing at and watched
the objects moving silently above.
I motioned to several people stand-
ing by the monument who also
looked up but most showed only
limited interest or comprehen-
sion of what they were looking
at. I found a boy with some
binoculars nearby and borrowed
them to look at the leading ob-
ject. Adjusting the focus with
some difficulty, I was able to see

that this object appeared translu-
cent and circular. By now the
smaller objects had faded and
onlyoneortwo remained in sight.
Possibly their initial brightness
was caused by reflection of sun-
light from them in the position in
which we had first spotted them.
All of them had wheeled above us
and were now receding again to-
wards the east, in the direction of the
Capitol. Soon only the large disk could be

seen in the sky, now dwindling in size as

it flew away from us.

Then Gloria and Susan both saw a further
small object, apparently much lower, fly-
ing rapidly westward. Before it went
behind the monument it halted in flight,
flew back again, reversed westward and
brightened suddenly before apparently

vanishing in thin air. This object I was
unable to see, despite looking along
Gloria's arm in the direction she pointed.

Earlier a boy had asked me what the first
circular object in the sky was. "Thatn, I
said, "is a UFO'. He looked someu,hat
puzAeA. I had attempted two photo-
graphs with my Canon camera. One
shows the Washington monument and the

tiniest white dot which is defimtely the

disk. The other was not prilted and one

can see that the negative shows nothrng
but blank sky. By 6 p.m., perhaps 15

minutes after the initial sighting the larg-

April litth L92 : Stsan Webs€r and Goria \\ir$dd
with th€ Washington Monument in the bac.kground.

est object had faded to a minute dot and

was eventually lost to srght.

I found later that Susan Webster had also
taken a shot with her camera and this
photo also shows a tiny white speck high
in the sky near the obelisk. As with my
photo, a magniffing glass shows that the
object on the film is quite dehnitely a

disk. It may be possible to do further

enhancement work on these photographs.

We then headed back towards the Tidal
Basin where the car was parked. Excited
and bewildered by this totally unexpected
sighting we felt almost honoured by the
peculiar flypast. Then a further object
appeared flying roughly on a course from
the Capitol towards the Pentagon which
was not visible from where we stood.
This object seemed to drift silently across

the sky changing shape ls it did so. At
first it looked to be shaped like a cross,
then perhaps a cigat, then like an aero-
plane viewed from above. But this was

clearly not an aircraft and the

only conceivable object which it
resembled would have been an

enormous irregular cluster of bal-
loons strung together and tum-
bling across the sky.

If it was that, it would have been
brzarre enough, but it was fol-
lo*'ed at a distance by a smaller
obtect h,ke those which had pre-
r iousll' followed the disk. This
obSect shone like the others but
occasionally let out a bright fl ash.

though it was impossible to sa1'

whether this was due to the sun

catching on a reflective surface.

In all we had seen eleven objects
silentll' cross the daytime sky
none of *'hich behaved like any
:onventional t11ing obJect or
aercplane. Dunng all this time
;,rmmercial -lets had been flying
rn and out of National Airport
thoueh these were in a different
part of the sky.

Nthough all three of us have

travelled to may different parts

ofthe world, none ofus had ever
previously seen anything like
what we saw on that day. I have

seen a few strange objects in the

sky, most often at night, but have

never been sufficiently sure that
they were not something of con-
ventional ongin to classify them

as UFOs. On that Monday aftemoon in
Washington D.C. 'UFO" was the only
description that fitted thebizarre objects
which we had observed.

On countless occasions people haveasked
why, if UFOs exist, don't theyjust come
down and land beside the White House.
On April l3th 1992 it really looked for a
time as if they would do just that.
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Diana Clift has been researching claims

concerning the effects of crop circles on

human visitors and has amassed some

fairly startling results. If you have ex'

perienced any unusual physiological or

ps,vchological fficts in the circles, please

get in contaa w'ith Diana Clift (at 93

Peperharow Road, Godalming, SurreY

CUZ Zf X. Tet ; 0483 - 417922), and let

her know details of what occurred'

many accounts of the other effects have

come our way and I shall briefly discuss

these later.

We have now received nearly 100 well-

documented accounts of these expenences

and we have good reason to believe, from

numerous hearsay anecdotes, that the ac-

tual incidence is very much higher than

this. The evidence so far suggests that'

while unusual experiences affect on11 a

minority of peoplevisiting crop circles' it

is a substantial minority' I hope Ln time

we will be in a position to estimate the

proportion of visitors who are affected'

As usual we rely on people like 1ou' the

reader of this article, to helP us'

Our questionnaires and inten'ieus r'ndr-

cate that a majority of these eff'ects a:e

unpleasant(64%),butasmany a.-c l0 t: Ii
the experiences are of healings' st'nt-
times temporary, sometimes longla-'l':-i
(though rarely permanent)' Clearlr h;a'-

ing will only be observed by people uh:'

have some health problelns on en!'n:!
whereas those in reasonable health ;:e-
sumably a majority of crop circle \ ISlt'r 

' 
j

are more likely to notice if thei f<'l l's'
well as a result of the visit' Ttus r'"
account for the greater number of rtr':'::'
of negative effects. Ilowever' rh; u:-

pleasant effects do include som' qii:;

serious cases: a threatened miscarriage, a

aase of collapse similar to anaphylactic

shock, occasional aggravation of painful

condttions, nausea (sometimes violent

vomiting), headache and exhaustion' Ray

Barnes, who witnessed the formation of a

crop circle in I 984, developed cataracts in

both eyes which he is convinced were a

result of the experience.

Beneficial effects have included cessation

of chronic Pain. This Year LesleY

Clemenson who suffers from severe ar-

thntis experienced such a dramatic im-

provement in her condition in the

Lockeridge circle that not only was she

aL,le to walk easily with virnrally no pain,

but she had to tighten her shoelaces as the

s*el1Lng in her feet had virtually disap-

neare,J. The improvement lasted about

t:n davs. but then unforfunately the symp-

I.Lil returned. rather more severely than

t etrre. Conversely an ME sufferer who

:r.p:nen:ed a senous worsening of her

s'. ic.rl:.'trLi i,-.r l1 hours after a crop circle
'.tsr:. lh3n lmproved quite dramatically

ini ha-. :ematned better for a year. Re-

:::!lr a 
"r 

oman u'ho had chronic shoulder

:.m r istled a formation and experienced

:-r L-nt:nstt-ication of the pain. The whole

a:::r anl shoulder seemed to be hot. Im-

r..llai:lv on leavir:g her arm became

;;::: numb for nvo hours, but thereafter

:..i,1:n: ;im,rst totalll parn free for sev-

As another crop circle season draws to a

close, information concerning the curious

properties of the phenomenon comes fl ood-

ing in and people like Lucy Pringle and

myself have the exciting if bewildering

task of trying to make sense of it all' I have

very loosely classified the "odd" effects

of crop circles as follows:

1. Acute effecis on per:ple, i'e experi-

ences had in or immediately after a crop

circle visit.

2. Chronic effects, i.e. reactions which

develop gradually in people who have

frequent exposure to crop circles'

3. Remote effects. This is a broad

category comprising all those strange

goings on which don't occur in crop

iircles, but seem to be associated with

them, such as UFO sightings.

4. Anomalous animal behavir:ur related

to crop circles.

5. Mechanical effects. i.e. effects on

things such as failure of mechanical equip-

ment, photograPhic odditles, etc'

Of these various categories, Lucy and I
have mainly restricted our research to the

first item: Acute effects on people, but

Analysis of 96 exPerftrc :

Number of peoPle:76 Women : 58

Reported exPerience Feroentaee

Unpleasant reactims G %

Pleasant / neutral 
'6 

%

Strange Emotions / feelings N %

Nausea 19 %

Tiredness 16 %

Headache LZ 7o

Pain / Physical ill effects 16 %

Healing / cessation of Pain 20 %

Longlasting effects ( >24 hrs) 36 fo
of these, beneficial etr*ts 26 %

Tingling / sensation of 'energy' 15 %

Men : 18

(Number)

(61)
(3s)
(38)
(1e)
(15)
(11)
(1s)
(1e)
(3s)
(2s)
(14)

REACTIONS TO CROP CIRCLE VTSITS



eral days. She went into another forma-

tron a few weeks later and experienced

eractly the same: an intensification of
pain in the short term followed by cessa-

tion of pain for several days. We are

beginning to realise that delayed effects

like this may be quite common and would
be particularly interested to hear from
anyone who thinks they have experienced

this.

Our results are summarised in the table

below, but these dry figures conceal the

enofinous range of experiences reported.

I have not included here several accounts

of powerful visual imagery and auditory

effects experienced in crop circles. Some

people have observed white or coloured

lights at or near a crop circle and Ralph

Noyes saw a stream of sparks of light, like
a "river of energy" flowing across a for-
mation. Recently people visiting a circle
saw a cloud ofvapour, suspended a metre

or so above the crop nearby, form itself
into the shape of an undulating snake for
a few minutes before gradually dispers-

ing. Many people have exPerienced

noises: sometimes the trilling noise (which

sorne attribute to the grasshopper warbler
bird), sometimes a clicking noise, some-

times a generalised hum or tinnitus. More
of that later.

The "strange emotions/feelings" includes
a rvide range of experiences from tran-

scendent/religious feelings of awe or eu-

phoria to feelings of disquiet, fear or
anger" Interestingly some individuals
have experienced different (and equally

unerpected) feelings in different forma-

tions. A respondent on the lsle of Wight
\ isited one circle and felt "at home, com-

i,rrtat,le, comforted...I found I was grin-
:rlg and couldn't stop". A week later she

r::urned to the same circle and had the
-:n; r:action. She then stePPed into a

: : .r :'rmatlon which had appeared nearby

.: - i; : .::*.. The feeling dimtnished as

r--= ,i;1;;1;q. but returned immediately
r:-: ::.::::i tie clrcle agail. A friendwhO
r-: .i : ::tng about this experienced the

:i:1: :;.:,:, I in ihat Particularcircle. We

:- - .i :,: . : ::'. ;r?i a.aounts of people feel-

.--l ';:-.:la::i - br ctrcles in rather a

jr.qur.t-:,: .i a" Raiph No1'es describes

::tling unabl: ti lcare (the 1990 trian-
gl:t. He ald hrs.rmFanions foundthem-
selres srttins and elenrualll'lf ing in the

ionnation unaL,le Io mo\e a\\'a\'. Others

erpenence a sort of addiction and feel

compelled to
spend many
hours in crop
circles, some-

times all
night.

In my article
on our "Pre-
liminary
Findings'
published in
the Januarl'
issue of 7he

Circulnr (vol
2 no 4) I dis-

cussed the
problems of
interpretation
of these re-
ports and the
possibility
that the expe-
riences might
be psychoso-

matic, coinci-
dence or in-
duced by
other factors,

such as expo-

sure to
agrochemicals.

All these res-

ervations still
apply and sci-
entists will
doubtless use

them to dis-

miss these
findings. I
have to say

that I think there is a real phenomenon

here, even if some of the experiences

reported can be explarned away by other
means. In support of this view I would
cite the fact that many of the experiences

are highly specific, locai, sudden and

dramatic; that they occur to people who

thought that crop circles were all hoaxed;

that where people do have expectations

when entering a circle, their experiences

are usually very different.

Another argument that unusual experi-

ences can be induced by crop circles

comes from the reports of anomalous

animal behaviour which are very wide-
spread. Disturbances among farm ani-

mals in the night when a crop circle forms

nearby are common. Dogs frequently

Experiencing the energies of crop circles

in a formation near Stonehenge, July tr992

bark at, and refuse to eRter, crop forma-

tions, and sornetimes avoid the fielcl long

after the crop circle has been harvested'

Horses too have been reported to refuse to

enter a field with a crop circle. John

Holman told us a fascinating story con-

cerning on of the Yorkshire crop circles.

Cows in a field nearby appeared very

disturbed the moming after the formation

appeared. They were unwilling to leave

the field for milking and produced very

little milk. We also heard that geese

refused to fly over the formations at

Lethbridge, Alberta, last year (though I
wonder how that was assessed).

So far I have been careful to report only
the evidence, I have not attempted to



answer the question "How do crop circles
produce these effects?' I am very cau-

tious about this. Lucy Pringle has a very
different interpretation of the data which
she will write about herself. The most
likely causative agent which could be
responsible for the enoflnous range of
human effects we have observed is elec-
tromagnetic radiation or field effects of
some unusual variety. I am being delib-
erately vague! There is an enorrnous
literature on human reactions to the fields
surrounding power lines. VDUs etc., or
exposure to low frequency radiation of
various sorts (by low frequency I mean

microwaves, radio waves or extra low
frequency radiation, all in the non-ionis-
ing part of the spectrum) and
I am indebted to Anne Arnold
Silk who has supplied me
with papers on the subject.
Virtually all the types of re-
actions we have observed are
reported in the literature.
However, it is one of those
areas of study where research-

ers have a tendency to find
what they are looking for
and many of the associations
are controversial. It is possi-
ble that the effects we ob-
serve are a reaction to some
residual radiation resulting
from the formative agent.
This could also be the cause

of some of the mechanical/
chemical effects observed
(e. g. Barbara Davies noticed
discoloration of a copper
bracelet during and after a
crop circle visit. I myself
noticed unusual damage to
the veneer of my camera af-
ter a day spent photograph-
ing crop circles. It is par-
ticularly interesting that we
have two accounts of people
developing sun-burn type
rashes on skin which came in direct con-
tactwith the flattened crop in fresh circles
(suggesting some UV emission). Inter-
estingly, we do not observe that the most
powerful experiences oocur in the freshest
formations and we even have an account
of a women experiencing a strong reac-
tion when visiting the site of a 1990
season orop circle under snow in January
19911

Radiation from soil or crop in a crop circle

cannot, of course, account for the many
'remoten effects which are reported. These

include a range of auditory effects which
occur in relation to crop circles, but not
necessarily anywhere near them. At two
conferences on crop circles, unusual noises

(the trilling or the clickirg sounds re-
ported eailier) have been heard by some

or all ofthe participants and several peo-
ple have reported these noises, often in
just one ear, occurrilg when thel' have
been talking about crop circles or lookrng
at pictures and thinking about them. Sev-

eral people have also reported tinnrtus in
thevicinity of crop circles. or *hen a new
circle has formed or during the crop crrcle

season. When these reports first .'ame in

In this formation, near Morestead, Tfanfu, a
case of heating was reported by Lucy hingle

in July 1990 (w The Crop Circle Enignn).

I dismissed them as coincidence as they
seemed so far fetched, but I amlearning to
document everything that is reported,
however bizarce it may seem. It is also
possibly significant that Colin Andrews,
who has had enormous exposure to crop
circles over the years, developed serious
tinnitus which has not responded to con-
ventional treatments. This is possibly an

example of a "chronic effect" i.e. a re-
sponse to repeated visits to crop circles
and suggests to me that there may be

dangers in this. Arthritis-like symptoms
have also been reported by frequent visi-
tors to crop circles, as have personality
changes.

It is difficult to draw any conclusions
from such diverse data, but I think various
comments can be made with confidence:

I . Some people have unusual experiences
connected with crop circle visits.

2. These experiences are extremely di-
verse and unpredictable. A majority are

unpleasant, though some beneficial and
healing effects are reported.

3. The experience of any
particular individual is unre-
lated to expectations, state

of mind on entering or be-
liefs concerning the causa-

tion of crop circles.

4. Crop circles may be dan-
gerous. Pregnant women

are probably best advised to
avoid entry and anyone who
gets a bad reaction in a crop
circle should get out quickly.
Repeated exposure could be

harmful.

5 .{ ma.1orit1'of peoplewho

^,.asionall) visit crop cir-
:les have no obvious unu-
sual reactions.

\{any people have powerful
beliefs about crop circle en-

ergies and their healing or
damaging properties. Whilst
everyone is entitled to their
beliefs, I would beg them to
iook at the evidence. It is

perfectly possible to believe
passionately in something

and still bewrong about it. The fact is that
we do not know what this phenomenon is
and we have not discovered all its proper-
ties. I would therefore strongly urge
caution and open-mindedness.

Fiaally, Lucy and I are indebted to all
thosepeople who have helpedus with this
research. Please can you continue to
share your experiences with us. It could
be important !



i mperati ve
that the
dowser un-
derstands
about the dif-
ferent levels
of conscious-
ness. Dows-
ing is an al-
tered state,
andonemain-
tains total
clarity whilst
dowsing. It
is a me.dita-

tive state, and

it is the
dowser who
moves the
rod, but not
with his ra-
tional rnind.

In order to
dowse you
rnust also de-

cidewhatyou
are dowsing
ior: that is
ho\\. a \\,atel_

br-,ard Corr ser

e.' .-Lds . on-
l:.:ng him-
..-i '.i trh
^.L _
r lll:l ::l i -

l:is. \'ou
must hold rn
y'our mrnd the

idea, or visu-
alisation, of
exactly what 'you are looking for.

So you can look for anything in the

universe if you can conceptualise it. If
you can't, you can't.

Coming to corn circles and the conflicting
evidence thus provided, people say there

are energies in com circles - but it is a
meaningless statement. There are all
sorts of energies - but how do we dowse

something that is indicative of authentic-
ity?

My own case is as follows: Many years

of dowsing the so-called ley-lines (actu-

ally a misnomer) has produced experience

of subtle energy effects and how to ana-

lyse them in terms of numbers and form,
and has hopefully enabled an understand-

Colin Bloy is the fouruler of Fountain
I nt ernal i onal arul a n a ccomplished dow's er
and healer. His contribution explains the

nature of the dowsable energies which
can be detected in the crop circles. Many
scientists, if they are prepared to rccept
dov,,sing as e valid science, seek an inter-
pretation of thisfaculry in tetms of physi-
oloqicil reaction to minute magnetic or
elecrronaqneticfieUs. This is clearly not
;i:r .:r.r€. tnd Colin seekr to sho*- that
,..)':,:! t.. € ,t"e denlinq vith is in fact _/ields

,' a: ,: ,. f: rr-iriai! titii their inf errelaf ion.

.'. t -l..--.: --:.:,j th''':.f. a ]aJ'
-r.- i :--: \1 : - ' r; ..;:- - .. I-.ri

Jiis li El:ah - ", :a: t :sr -. I ::1,i. -]

J. n t kr ".'' 'ihrl 1-.. :: ::..1'.::.-- .:.=

truth of dor,,-rns l: (ha'- .'. l- L i r rl..'
ologrcal reaction to ext.rnal ior;... ii l.
d prosthctic eLtcnslon of -11n.a l''ti:ll=:'
Consciousness may be seen as an ob.1ec-

tive field extending inside and outside the

body. The fact that map dowsing works

indicates that you can feel the field of
consciousness around a person with your
hand once you have got the trick.

This shows that consciousness is also

structured - the chakras are the ladder of
consciousness and work with apparatus

such as the Maxwell Cade mind-mirror.
This shows that different brain patterns

such as alpha, beta, etc., manifest in
different states of consciousness, which

should not be confused with mind. Mind
is an instrument of consciousness. Cer-
tain metaphysical propositions state that
consciousness is the real stuff of a non-
positivist universe, the ultimate unified
field. Dowsing may be carried out with
rods, pendulums, twigs, hands, fingers,
and in onenotable case, the eyelids. It is
all a question of style. The gismo serves

as the way the consciousness communi-
cates with the rational mind. It is thus

Colin Bloy

ing of what may be called the pathways of
the collective consciousness of the wodd
and humanity. One has observed how
"spiritual" activity changes the form and

number, and an empirical basis for
quantative assessment has evolved.

When I enter a corn circle, I am looking
for energies ofthis sort, as it is an area of
some experience, and I have found these

energies at sites of alleged UFO landings,

supposed paranormal activity, etc.

Now I have never knowingly dowsed a

hoaxed circle and those I have dowsed

certainly have looked good. But I have

found what I consider to be hoaxed addi-
tions for lack of these energies. What I
find is that a single genuine circle has a

series of concentric dowsable rings based



on an "8n factor. Such an energy is in a
vertical column; it is also present in nar-
row focus upon healers, clairvoyants,
church altars, and venues ofa "spiritual"
nature.

Within rings and appendages are straight
or curved energy lines based again on " 8 " .

In dumbbells, the other circle is based on
a spiral from the centre to the circumfer-
ence again based on "8". This is earth

energy, and also combines with the col-
umn in healing, etc. The formation itself
also locks on to nearby churches, tumuli,
etc., usually in two directions (inciden-

tally flow is alternating, 4 pulses per

minute) which permits the hypothesis that

the formations are related to the general

consciousness of the earth eadier speci
fied. Whereas these pathways used to be

based on 64 parallels, last year they be-

came 500, and this year are ofthe order of
a thousand. It is difficult to evaluate the

significance, but over the years there has

been a progression from 7 to 8, and now
to what one may call a super-lO factor. 10

energies are now general in Europe and I
can only say that I first noticed them in
corn formations and suspect there is a
relationship that may be influential in
what one may call a mutation in con-
sciousness. These conclusions are based

on other observations of matters besides

the crop circles.

Now these energies may be observed to
have an effect on the gravitational field, a

pendulum suspended below the bridge of
the nose on a long thread may be seen to
set itself some 5 deg. from the perpen-

dicular, if a wooden pendulum, in a half-
light, a glow can be seen around it.
Experiments with a Van der Graaf genera-

tor show interaction with electrostatic
fields, permitting abeam to emergewhich
will move plants at some two yards dis-
tance if human consciousness is involved
in the field.

Having discussed at length with Ray Bamas

his experience of seeing a circle form in
daylight, I can at least offer some lines of
enquiry as to how the presence of these

subtle energies in corn circles may relate
to their rnanner of formation. But, cer-
tainly, the key factor is consciousness,
and the question is whose?

Are we looking at a phenomenon in which
both human and non-human intelligence

are co-operating? It may be an Elohimic
phenomenon. Rudolf Steiner stated that

the Jehovah Elohim was that aspect of
God which held the prograrune for the

evolution ofconsciousness on this planet.

In fact the word itself, it may be observed,

is not a name but an energy formuia, each

letter formbeing a componentof different
energy grids. It may also be obsen'ed that

these energies manifest more surelv as

and when there is human co-operation.
waking up in the Gurdj ieffian sense , med i-
tating positively, visualisation, etc.. etc.

It is possible to posit an ideal *orld
energy grid that could be created in this

way which would finally liberate the hu-

man species. Perhaps the circle phenom-

enon is a factor in this. Perhaps if u e

relate to it in a more participatorr u ar .

instead of trying to imprison it Ln our

positivist model of the world, things ri rli
then really move ahead.

Peter Breingan is a member of CCCS and
v'orks as an IBM Systems Engineer. He
has taken a great interest in dowsing and
in the ancient sites and has more recently
become involved with the crop circles.

Ifere he clescribes some remarkable
llsvsirtg results which were obtained
tit Stone Avenue near Avebury.

BACKGROT]NT)

Srn:e m1, childhood I have always been

rntn*sued by' the ancient, but found all
Lniormationabout it locked away indeep
Lf,ranes. \{y first exposure to dowsing
',,' a-. r:adrng Guy Underwood's Patterns
of the Past, a truly wonderfuldocument.
Th.n mu;h later, irke most of my kind, I
sr,imli:d on The Sun & the Serpent by
Paul Br,:adhurst and Hamish Miller - but
I had surt.d thrs uork beforehand.

I ka:rl a irttle of the "lv{ichael Line" and

nothrnq of the "lr{ary Line", but their
narure and \\'avs \!'ere unknown to me
uh:n I began these investigations.

I had besun dowsing West Kennet Av-
:nue. the \{ichael Line, in 1989. After
that particular crop circle season, with
rihich I had not been closely enmeshed,

George \\'ingfield, then a work associate

of mile, showed me an aerial photograph
of a small 25 ft crop circle in wheat, right
rn hne rvith, and 90 ft to the south of the

Avenue and plonk on the Michael Line. I
had never noticed this formation, but
must have been very close to it on several

occasions.

From that moment on, I was spellbound
by the possibilities.

INTRODUCTION

This study involvetl many visits to

JUPITER
POWERWEAR

CROP'CIRCLE'
T.SHIRTS

AND
SWEATSIIIRTS

The beautiful crop circle designs silk
screened on IOOVo cotton T-Shirts,
long and short sleeved and fleecy-

lined sweatshirts.

For coloured leaflet write to: -
Judy Youngrl,Lzy Moon Farm,
Upper Brailes, Banbury, Oxon.

oxls sBA. (s.A.E.)
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Fig 1: Energy density at the West Kennet Stone Avenue, Avebury.

Avebury from October 1990 to MUY

1992. The objective was to measure the

Michael Line over a protracted penod of
time, since I had obsen'ed changes to

it on previous occasions. I always meas-

ure the Michael Lile across the same line

of attack, the field boundary to the South

of the end of todays Stone Avenue.

FINDINGS, 1990/1991

Without making my explanation tedious,

the accompanying graph and diagrams

(see Fig I and 2) clearly show what I
discovered during these many investiga-
tions. From October 1990 to May 1991

thenumberof lines making up the Michael
Line grew from a sedentary 18 to a mas-

sive 500. The growth was exponential,

and thewidth of Michael grew from about

30 yds to about 800 yards. At its peak the

West side got halfuay to Silbury' Hill!

There followed the most amazing and

instantaneous collapse in the growth of
these lines on May 22nd 1991, with
Michael reverting to its normal form
(about 20 lines). "The new crop circle
seasonhas begun! ", I thought, and indeed

it had. What a season this was, with the

great Barbury pictogram and the Mandel-

brot ! Can this apparent surge of energy

tre related to the advent of the circles ?

FTNDINGS, I99IIL992

My visits began in Decemher i991. and

there were already signs that rhe 1991

growth pattern this year uould h: on an

even greaterscale. OnJanuaq 6th 1991

I counted and measured E8 Imes for

Michael, which compared rr ith onlr at'out

20 at the same time in 1991 . I drdn't dare

predict how Michael and the graPh

would develop. All I could feel uas that

the Michael Line w'ould possiblr devour
Silbury Hill and consume the \Iary lrne
(which was also uro* ing)l

Well Michael almost did lust that. and

reached a peak of nearll' 800 lines rn mrd-

April before it collapsed back to its quiet

formonApnl 22nd 1992. \{ichael, at its
peak, had spread almost a mrle wide anci

just touched the edee of Silbury Hill's
base. I uas spending an hour each time
traversins and dorvsing it. Michael had

cffectrrely gro\rr. like an organic river,
to fill the whole West Kennett valley and

what is more - to overflow onto Silbury
Hilt!

Itis funny how everything hasbeen much

more advanced in time this year - espe-

cially the harvest. This collapse of the

lines exactly a month earlier than the

previous year seemingly correspond ed to

the early spring.

STONE CIRCLES
& CROP CIRCLES

I have found tantalising similarities in my
many dowsing experiences at different

stone circles in England, Scotland and

Wales.

I have found the same basic pattern in all
stone circles. This pattern does not

always agree with other dowsers' results

but I am sure this is due to different
"receptions" of the same manifestation.

Thecommon factorl have found in at least

30 stone circles is :

ilhere are seven concentric (possi

bly spiral, but this needs further
work) rings enveloping each stone

circle formation, no matter how
big the radius is. Normally each of
the 6 inner rings are flowing in
the same direction (clockwise or
anticloclcwise). Each of these rings
normally have the same ProPertY,
'negative' or'positive'.The outer
ring, usually just outside the stone

circle perimeter, is always the op

posite of the inner rings, in both
direction and polarity.

This precise pattem is the one l 'neady'
always detect in genuine crop circle for-
mations. I say 'neady' because I can't
pretend to have dowsed only genuine

circle formations, or know how to distin-
guish the genuine phenomenon with
certainty.

CONCLUSION

I cannot help making the connection

between stone circles and crop circle for-
mations, as I hope you will now under-

stand. The connection for me was made

well before Dr Meaden published his
recent book attempting to relate them. My
intuition however tells me that it is the
'earth energies' that lie at the heart of
the story. Ancient man may not have

experienced crop circles at all - but he was

very alive and sensitive to the 'earth ener-
gies'. Modern man has lost this touch.

Theknowledge deep inside, tells me of an

organic network of energy channels that

cross at some important places (nodes).

These are often ancient sites (eg.
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Avebury Stone Circle, Silbury Hill).
feel this whole world-wide nefwork
alive in a special and wonderful way.

My fascination about this connection will
not disappear until something goes seri-
ously awry with my fufure experiences.
So far everything has pointed to a

magical synergy that remains beyond our
fingertips.

I ambeginning to feel itwill remain so for
some time yet. Our young journey into
unravelling the true being of nature has a
long way to go.

Right : Fig 2. Sketch Map of
Silbury Hill, W. Kennett and
Stone Avenue, showing the
'Michael' and the 'Mary' lines.
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COMMUNICATION
As George Wingfield remarked in reply
to letters about information-sharing in the
last edition of The Circular, we are all
volunteers in CCCS, with limited re-
sources as well as time (apart from SKS,
who are an invaluable help with routine
administration) Expectations of a mis-
sion-control-type Centre with a magiste-
rial council of experts in permanent ses-

sion seem to haunt the minds of some of
our correspondents! In reality, as yet we
are a collection of individuals, geographi-
cally spread around from Norfolk to Corn-
wall to Scotland, trying in our own time
to make sense of an erratic and increas-
ingly complex phenomenon, and to keep
up with a great variety ofcorrespondence
with other enthusiasts. In these circum-
stances, getting together a data-base is, to
say the least, a challenge! A few years

ago, when most of the crop circles were in
Wiltshire and Hampshire, a small group
of researchers could keep track of them;
now, outside Wessex, we need to draw
increasingly on the skills, awareness and
generosity of local brances and a quick-
response team ready to fly to Dublin
airport when a circle is reported at the end

of the runway, but personally I am de-
lighted that CCCS is becoming an increas-
ingly participatory organisation; hearty
thanks to those who haver sent photo-
graphs, drawings, news-cuttings and in-
formation. Quite a few hitherto little-

known circles from previous ) ears ar:
coming to light in this way, and cerui-n ',

some which we might othenvrse la,.:
missed this year. The data-base is ;cm-ll
together - but please, never assumr '.\;
already know all there is to knou ai.,: u: a

formation; as someonehas sard. .'\r n-;",

even find the colour of the farmer s e":s
is relevant!

Many thanks also to the callers *'hc la, ;
enlivened my summer with data anl
coments via the hotline; originall;' ..-
quested at the AGM, I feel it has t'ee: a

most important innovation. Spa:ial thanks

to Martyn Shambrook for his r en l:urd
contribution towards the telephone hLi1.

and also to Anthony Horn for enablilr mc

to see the 1992 Wessex circles after ail.
via his fine personal video.

Members of CCCS Council (and in par-

ticular the Editor of The Circular) u ould
like to offer their profuse apologies to a1l

those who have written to them and har e

not yet received a reply. Some of us have

been inundated with mail relating to the

crop circles and simply have not had the

opportunity to write back. Nevertheless
we hope that every letter will be replied to
in due course and special thanks are due

to those of you who have submitted re-
ports and photos of the 1992 formations.

----Barbara Davies (Secretary, CCCS)
Old Stables, Lescrow, Fowey, Corn-
wall PL23 US. Tel/Fax : 0726 - 833465.

f - .: : _. , - u rih some experience of dows-
-:: ::: -:,'!;:ej to take part in an experiment
:r.:::.-:i a multi-part questionnaire to be
::.:.i.:.: through whatever dowsing tech-
:..:, -is \',lu har,e acquired, be it with rods or
:-;:.:,1,m. The experiment is designed to

: -.s::-rn a numberofpossiblecauses, motives

":. : r: ethods o f the crop circle phenomenon in
::.e hope that, statistically, a comparison of
re :,'l :n ed answers may providejustifi cation for
::.: re detailed studies.

T r-i e q uestionnaire will try to cover all theories
rcludrng the extreme end of opinion as to the
; a use and causative agency responsible for the
:nenorrenon. Some of the questions have
r een suggested by the channelled writings and
ira\\rngs of Arthur Hamlin. His work has

produced some extraordinary results includ-
i:g ,lrawings not only of the energy fields of
:he 'r'ehicles' visiting our planet but also
ora',iings of individual inhabitants of other
pianets. To many this will be a totally unac-
ceptahle approach and a totally ircomprehen-
sible basis for serious study yet we should not
dismiss the prospect ofa breakthrough out of
hand no matter how outlandish the theory
appears, I know of at least one well-respected
medium, krown to most of us, who has exp-
res sed positive feelings about these drawings.

You should know that it is intended oniy to

collate the results statistically and anony-
mously. If you wish to take part, pleasewrite
(with S.A.E. if possible) requesting a quest-
ionnaire to:- PatPalgrave.Moore, C.C.C.S.,
13 West Parade, Norwich NR2 3DN.
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In 1991 wehad some tantalising glimpses
that the forces which create genuine crop
circles may be leaving minute but detect-
able traces in the crops and soil and that
these ought to be susceptible to study by
welltried scientific methods. The evi-
dence was summarised in Michael
Chorost's Ihe Summer l99l Crop Cir-
cles: The Data Emerges (Fund for UFO
Research, 1991) and in Montague Keen's
1!91 - Scientific Evidence for the Crop
Circle Phenomenon (CCCS, 1992). It
was obvious to all serious observers that
the research should be carrierl further.

Earlier this year, at the initiative of Michael
Chorost, arrangements were put in hand
for an intemational team to be based in
Wiltshire at Alton Barnes during July and
August with the precise task of replicating
last year's results if possible, as well as
exploring any other avenues of research
which might prove useful. Funds were
generously subscribed by Robert Bigelow
Holdings, by North American Circle (and
its backers), by CCCS, by the German
publisher Zweitausendeins, and by pri-
vate British donors (among whom special
mention should be made of John Coles,
James Nicholls, Barbara Leng-Smith,
Heath Pitman and fuchard Shaw). Mike
Chorost and Monty Ken were appointed
as the coordinators, and a team ofactive
researchers was got together in North
America and the UK, many of them pro-
f-essional scientists working in appropri-
ate disciplines in university departments
:nd other comparable establishments.
Some rerlained at their busy jobs, reacly
:!r receive and analyse the samples and
-,xtrols collected in the field; others spared
:Lme to come to Alton Bames and to join
: the (quite literally) down-to-earth la_
- ''"rrs of sample-gathering. All wili be
::,jrted in the filal report on the project,

- -: tt is not too soon to make special
-:::1lrn of Dr. Earnie peck, Dean of
: . ::t-3 and Mathematics at the Univer_
. : i \evada, who made a special trip to
-, ; : i -rtk of our work.

-i: rr ..!t ran from 11th July tili 2gth

So what did ARGUS do? What did it
achieve? Was it worthwhile? Should we
do it again?

The courtry-wide catalogue of this year's
events will amount, I'm told, to some_
thing like 200 (assuming you count as
only one event such things as exquisitely
disposed linear arrays ofa dozen circles or
more, neatly placed between tramlines,
often in highly inaccessible and obscure
Iocations). Of these 200 events (adopting
that simple way of counting) the over_
whelming majority occurred in Wessex,
Wiitshire being the favoured county.
Within Wiltshire the Vale of pewsev _

Alton Barnes being roughly its centre -
attracted 30 or 40 events, no fewer than 13
of which occurred on the Carsons, farm
alone. Some had occurred before ARGUS
began, including the biggest event of the
year, the Great Snail in East Field at Alton
Barnes. Wanting to take samples from
recently formed events, and to do so as
quickly as possible, the ARGUS team
regretfhlly set aside most of the events
rvhich had occurred before 1lth July and
waited for the new ones. Most of those
which occurred thereafter in the Vale of
Pewsey were visited by the team, and they
widened their radius of action whenever
possible to take ia more distant occur_
rences, includiag those to thenorth around
Avebury/Silbury/Beckhampton, those to

Project Argus headquarters.
August. A cottage was made available to
us as our HQ by the Carson familr,. * hose
farm has hosted so many remarkable crop
circle events since 1990 - and to Trm,
Polly and David Carson in particular our
very special thanks are due for their end_
less kindness in accommodating members
of the ARGUS team during the penods in
which our "population' outran the capac-
ity of the cottage. It is an entertarnms
irony that members of the Beckhamptoi
Group, abruptly breaking their promise
to lend ARGUS a caravan which Stanley
Morcom had generously donated to them
in 1991, unwittingly did us a good furn.
Their piece of minor pettiless (saclly char_
acteristic, alas, of the attilude towards
ARGUS of afewBeckhampton members)
denied us a couple of bed spaces and put
us to additional costs on the accommoda-
tion budget. But it probably saved us a
case or fwo of pneumonia in the cold wet
weather --whrch characterised July and
Augustl --and it gave many of the team the
pleasure of lodging with Tim, polly and
David Carson and enSoying their kind anci
civilised hospitality. About other mem_
bers of the Beckhampton Group it's im-
possible to speak too highly for the help
they gave us" Ahove all, our grateful and
affectionate thanks go to Una Dawood
(and to Zakaia who endlessly supported
her) and to Jo Holland; we could hardly
have managed without them.



the east towards Froxfield, and several

mrrch furtheraway, e. g. events near Stone-

henge and into HamPshire.

ffis sgmmary is being written before all
our figures have been totted up, but (ap-

proximately) the team visited something

like 45 events, taking a range of samples

from each of them, together with controls

from the same field -- samples of soil for
testing for radioactive effects, magnetic

anomalies and changes in the population

of soil micro-organisms; and

samples of crops for a wide
variety oftests, from effects

on DNA to the sPeed of ger-

mination and subsequent
growth of mature seeds. In
the end something like 100O

individual samPles (and con-

trols) must have been dis-

patched to the waiting estab-

lishments. ManY of these

were sent "blind", meaning

that only the team knew which
were samples and which were

controls or from which Parts
ofthe forrnation and the sur-

rounding field theY had been

taken - a method which helPs

to put findings on a disPas-

sionate footing, unaffected

by the private hoPes or bias-

ses of those who are doing

the laboratorY analYsis.

In addition, especiallY as new

(and quite unexPected) tal-

ents heard about ARGUS and

took ttie trouble to attach

themselves to the research

effort -- Simon LYons, Kobus

Nieumei.ier and RodneY Hale

were prominent among them
- the teambegan to undertake

sorne additional testing on

site, using equiPment resPon-

sive to such things as the

local static electrical and

magnetic fields, and electro-

magnetic effects at several

parts of the frequencY sPec-

trum.

,dll this work needs evalua-

tion. In some cases (germi-

nation tests, for example) it may need

many weeks before results can be confi-

dently announced. Moreover, the whole

team wants to give time to the individual

scientists involved to publish their work

in peer-reviewed journals if it proves

worth dorng so (a process which tends to

be slow but is very important if open-

minded outside scientists are to be per-

suade.d and the professional effort of Lndi-

vidual researchers is to be properll'recog-
nised). So ARGUS can't at thrs stage

announce final results. All u e can prom-

ise is that everything discovered - er en tf
wholly negative - will be placed on the

public record as quickly as possit'le, .{'nd

sponsors and donors will be slr en thett

Ralph Noyes taking a soil sample for Project

Argus in a crop circle at Draycot Fitz Pal ne'

own advance copies of the final report as

quickly as we can manage.

At this stage I can only express some

personal views. I do so without any krnd

of authority from the ARGUS team and

merely as a deeply interested participant

who remains convinced that we are 'it'--
ing with a core-Phenomenon of !r';:
importance. So here goes - merell' as on:

man's preliminary view (the view' of '
non-scientist who had the pnvilege r:
being 'alongside')' I think the outcome

of this year's work will be as f,ollows:-

*Those of us (me included !) who hopec

that we would find a simple "litmus test"

for distinguishing real from dud events -

eg. something like a hand-held meter

which would register "Yes'
or 'No" on our arrival at an

event - were being naive.

Something much subtler is in

question - something which

may have to be measured in
parts-per-million rather than

parts-per-hundred; and cer-

tainly something which is

unlikely to be immediatelY

detected on site bY Present
equipment. (We maY in fact

be forc'ed to design new aP-

CerrlU. as research contin-

U;S

-\\': are a lrttle nearer to

i:nur,* tDS * hat may be going

on --and it seems to have far

Iess to do with ionising ra-

dration than last Year's work

suggested and far more to do

with non-ionising radiation

at some point or Points in the

electromagnetic sPectrum.

*This may make it Particu-
larly difficult to isolate the

effects on crops and soil

which would helP us to take

the research further. But this

is a challenge, not a defeat;

we must re-define our strat-

egy and alter our techniques.

,And if radioactivitY is now

tc be set 0n one side (as

seerns likely, anlwaY in the

next stage of research). the

fufure programme should be

much more economical' A

large part of this Year' s budget

has gone on the hi-tech re-

sources associated with ra-

dioactivity testing; concen-

tratLng on the EM spectrum may be inher-

ently' cheaper.

* "Luminosrties" in the low atmosphere

rn circle-haunted areas have thrust them-

selves into this year's research in a war

which I, at least, did not expect (thougb
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ihe anecdotal reports from past years,
rogether with the material caught on film
anci video should perhaps have taught us

cther*,ise). Much evidence is now being
;ollected of lumilous events in the Vale
cf Pewsey in the months of July and

.{ugust this year. Taken together with
;ertain effects which have been caught on
photographic emulsion, it reinforces my
personal view that electromagnetic activ-
rty (sometimes at frequencies which can
.egister on film and on the human retina)
lay be an important clue to what is
rappening.

troughout its programme the ARGUS
:iam was well aware that some circles
,'. ere being made by humankind - perhaps
:r some cases with the mischievous inten-
: ,1 of frustrating its scientific work. We
...-r receiverl anonymous letters (and other

:nmunications of a dubious kind) to the
.:::ct that several events which seemed,
.: .east to visual inspection, to be strik-
::.r "well done" were nonetheless the

-:: ome of criminal trespass and damage.
.i. decided at the outset to ignore this
r :d of extraneous and rather childish

naughtiness. We saw it as our job to get
to any event within our range, however
dud we thought it and whatever the ru-
mour-mongers might be saying atrout it.
We were here, after all, to collect the
evidence without fear or favour or any

predispositron in favour of a particular
hypothesis. We therefore sampled all
available events dispassionately - even
iacluding a circle plus 'alpha signature"
(quite well made, we thought, though
somewhat "mechanical' in its look) which
had been placed within a few hundred
yards of the Waggon & Horses pub at
Beckhampton. (In this particular case we
felt some grudging gratifude to the mak-
ers for putting us withil easy range of
beer and sandwiches at the conclusion of
our morning's labours - rnany other events

had been at a much greater distance from
such civilised arnenities).

Hoax and rumours of hoax are an un-
doubted nuisance in any field of enquiry;
but if the mischief-makers feel that they
have vitiated the work of ARGUS, they
have made a mistake: ARGUS has se-

cured a wide enough data-base to reach

reasonatrle conclusir:ns and to make due
allowance for the possibility (probabil-
ity?) that a few small, mischievous souls
may have been actiag blildiy in response
to motivations rvhich they. themqelves,
would probably be the last to understand.
The ARGUS report will stand or fall on its

own statisticai merits. And my personal
view - fortified by kneeling humbly in
many of this year's events with a trowel,
a set ofplastic bags and a report forrn to
fill in - is that we find ourselves in the
presence of something u'hich continues to
evade conventional understanding with
quite as much success n 1992 as it did 13

years ago at the tregiruring of the 1980's.

It remains to publish the ARGUS report in
full. It is likely to be indicative rather
than conclusive; it will not provide the
answer; but it will certainly point the way
towards further research. Only our spon-
sors and donors can decide whether they
wish to fund this kind of exercise again. I
hope they will; there is certainly more
than enough to justify all of us in looking
forward to a sustained programme of
further scientific enquiry.

()
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HIGHLIGHTS OF 1992
by John Martineau

WEST STOWELL CROP FORMATION
3rd Augusr.1997 SU|3Z629 Wheat (lreight 0.75rn)

tN

T

circles were swirled anticlo:.: ',..=
Tl-re pathway was laid from the ring.
A 12" band of clockwise lay was four*l
round the edge of the large :::: .

HMS MERCURY CROP FCR.\IATION
}4$July 1992 SU685191 \\'heat

/
NI

{

I V\] ./

: : -:-..'. rl Nigel & Paui Mann.

10505101s20
Metres

DG<
Sun'e-ved by John S. Martineau
and Chris Mansell. 1992.

circular features u'ere clockrvise except for

halo, tl're 'semicircle' and tl're tu'o box s)'stem.

'rainborv nratt''A'as laid from the groin.
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MILK HILL CROP FORMATION
l6thJuly L992 SU102630 !7heat (height 0.7rn)

l0 5 0 5 10 1570
'r-r.. ltll, .'

Metres

circles were swirled clockwise.
Parhu,ays ii'ere laid away from the southernmost circle.

S. Martineau 1992.

a sun'ey by Nigel & Paul Mann.

17th July

AVEBURY AVENUE
su104694 'Wheat

Surveyed by John S. Martineau
& Claire Cammon. 1992.

NK.- /-v
/ -\\

The three southemmost circles rvere

anticlockwise. The ring and its tail.tip were

swirled clockrvise. Pathways were laid
from the standing crop separating the
dumb-t'ells.

10505101520
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Metres
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OGBOURNE ST. GEORGE
5ch August l99Z SUL9474L Wheat

Z4rhJuLy l99Z
su997642

Wl-reat

OLIVER'S CASTLE

All circles laid clockwise excepc lor large ring.
Pathu.al's laid arva1, fiom central circle

n'ey by John S. Martineau 1991,

un'ey by John Martineau and

is Manseli. 1992.
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SILBURY HILL CROP FORMATION
18th August SU094690 \flheat

All thc featurcs wcrc sirled
cxcepr for thc suthcmret grapcshor,

largcr circlc ncar to ir, aJ thc dumb-bell
Prdrrvays rverc laiJ auy from thc cenrrc.
rwo quadrants wcrc hid amy fnm rhc kcy.

1050ii0
ffi

Metres

Surveyed by John S. Marrineau

Chris Manscll & Dave Cilloylc.

Notes concerning surveys
1. The circular areas of srvirled crop are rarely circular. Due to the time

which it takes to i13* elipses to a high standard, most of theformations
have been drau n u i th averaged radii.

2. The centre of the su irl rarely coincides with the centre of the "circle" in

a genuine formation. S*rrl circles are generally depicted by a small dot.

3. Unfortunatelv some of the compass readings made in the field were

found to be out bv an error of up to five degrees due to the lack of proper

equipment. It rvas possible to iron out much of this by triangulation but if
extremely accurate survevs are required it would be best to refer to the

higher-qualitl' surve)'s erecuted by John Langrish.

-1. It is quite possible Ihat some of these formations were man-made with

sarden rollers. string and planks of wood. It is equally possible that some

,f them arrived b.v means currentlv quite unknownn to science. There is

:r,-rrvever a position which states that no matter how these shapes arrived in

rr fields, they constitute quite one of the most remarkable bodies of art
'-:t has ever been witnessed by modern man.

The fuIl booklet containing 2l A4 pages of these magnificent 1992

:grigllphs, with card covers, may be obtained from John Martineau, at

The Cruck Wing, Old Burfa Farmhouse, Evenjobb, PRESTEIGNE,
Pomvs, LDS 2SH. Please send cheque/PO for f5.00 per copy, postage

hdusive.
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CROP CIRCLES:
AN INTELLIGENCETEST?

A few months ago I was widely quoted as

claiming that the circles were "an IQ test

sent to us by aliens". An intriguing theory,

but I neither said it nor believed itl Hardly

libelous, merely absurd, so I could do little
about it. I was eventually asked to say what

I do believe. Predictably my little essay was

neither acknowledged nor published. Just

homeopathic exposure to misinformation
and obstruction: how much rvorse to be a

well-known politician or one of the ror.,l
family, I thought.

But I do believe that lir inE ': .r
intelligence test - all the tint. \I:sll.' t:
ourselves, with no visible t::..-h:; or

assessor but onl-v nhat help ',ic c;r gtve

each other. set the s\llabu: anJ se: up the

grade. Who needs aliens.' S!r \i:en $ e find
ourselves with the puzzle of rorue designs

appearing in our crops overn:ght, rihat do

we do? Fall back firstlr on *het rre know
("the earth can't move 3ruru[J the sun";
"stones can't fali fron-r the skr"l. and rely

on our previous methods of learning,
whatever thel mar L,e. \\e can. of course,

ignore this particular test rve are busy

with somethins eise . Or r,,e can assume

that Teacher must be somen'here around
after all. but v.hich lesson is this? Science?

Art? N{athsl Foreisn languages? Or are we

- daunting thousht - signed on for relgious
studies'l Surelv it must be one of these? - so

we label our prolect accordingl,v.

Doubt, disinformation
\Ve join fellou students in gathering

data, proposing theories and shouting
down the othe rs. After all there can only be

one right answer, can't there? There ahvays

was, till we got to this grade. Now and then,
disturbingly for some, glimpses of strange

new scenes are are seen through the

windor.vs of the classroom. A rumour
begins to circulate, which some find a

relief: the whole thing is a mischievous

scam by a {ellow pupil, or team of pupils.
E.rnployed. rnaybe, for reasons unknown,
by Thern. They don't like people who think
for themselves. Sabotage.

So currently for many in the heart of the

crop-circle scene, a muddy mixture of
genuine doLrbt, actual disinformation, and

- more confusingly - rumours of
disinformation. has caused the focus of the

Barbara Davies
learnine situati..r :,r >hif: si.'Enificance of
the circles in::, '',.he: io irr in a srtuation of
Chaos. \\'i31 ,.1 .' f:nd ourselves here.
anr rhrns u' i l:'. i iearneJ in ]ife's timetable
ilttLrut :a;.-iq u i:h chaos. personal or
r--1i:i;:i. heips.

Ghaos
\ou can recognise chaos largely by the

sense that no-one seems to obey or even

kno* the rules, and our faith in the people,

institutions and beliefs we have trusted is

shaken by doubt, fear and anger. This

symptom of chaos - disintegration - is

there more terribll in *'hat was the USSR.
what was Yugosiavia - * e don't er en knou

what to call them ,vet.

Personally, I have found tht rt helps u hen

feeling threatened or hurt. to stand still

briefly and establish why and ho* I have let

myself be thrown off-centre, and made

angry, suspicious or whatever. looking at
my reactions as detachedly as I can. What
am I actually afraid of? Are my

assumptions reasonable? (In Chaos theory
the "imaginary" vastly affects the "real"!).
Is my response automatic? Am I being
drawn into conflict unwillingly, away from
what I really want to do and where I feel

good? If so, how do I get back or forward
(chaos is where set patterns can change) -
to where I want to be? Nonreactron can be

the most effective option. A stelidvrng

question is ''Ho$ do I \1 ant to t e

remembered?"

lllew Age suspicion

I do not \\ant to be draur tnt,' inrrtsue.

nor into "fors" or "againsts" -{s Juergen

Kroenig savs, cereologists are attacked as

part of the New Age morement bv those

attached to the status quo. That doesn't

mean we need to adopt the perceptlon of a

holy war: our declared task is research. The

New Age is arousing onlr the predictable

amount of resistance and suspicion that

nerv things ahvays do and ahvavs have.

Somehorv, collectively rve have turned crop

circles into a political issue, and through

hoaxing identified our collective fear.

Michael Green has said, "We are not a

secretive cult gripped by paranoia". The

less we behave like one the less we gi..

seem like one. We are all free to choosc

over how far to get sucked into a bog ot

mutual mistrust and name calling -
tempted.by disorder around us. The man'

"grass-roots" members I have talked to this

year nearly all spoke of their wish to focu:

on the circles rather than the fakes, fakers

and disinformers. Hundreds now har e

first-hand experience of something ther

know to be genuine, which makes sense to

them instinctively - or appeals as a myster\

Their lives are not centred, like some

researchers, on the probity of the

phenomenon, so they are less prone to

anxieties over it, and don't want to b.
drarvn into the miasma of uncertainties.

rnnuendoes and accusations surrounding
the H*ord. Thev uant nervs about circles

I:l:cl ih'rfl -rr-'l:-pr' p1c

Wessex-centred hYPe

Thel have also been erposed to media

attempts to shake their faith in their ou'n

judgement, but I find most people have

more independentminds than they are

credited with, especially away from the

Wessexcentred hype influencing 1992 s

circles research. articles and talks.

Arvareness of the existence of formations

elseuhere appears peripheral, even to the

beli:f :hat chalk uplands are part of the

equation. "\\''ell, Cornwall is not out of
.bounds". I was told, only half-laughing

Lrkervise, "in" jokes and gossip are in
danser of creating a trvo-tier crop-circle
uorld. Yet who coped more calmll' with

both the metaphysical and human

pibblems than the Cornish farmer.

unrvilling host to both a circle and hoaxers

in 1991? The vandals were caught red-

handed: the little green men were asked

not to come back this year - and didn't!

We have been told: ''How vou want to
see the circles is how vou rvill see them.
"Through them vou can see yourselves.

Not one of thern has one message only . . .

One of the focuses of this season will be to
shorv more of the magic to confound and

enlighten. For some this will be a positive
experience. for others it will not." We can

choose.



After such a hectic sulTr;rlir. lur reader's

contributions must b. i.::pt reasonably

short for this issu.. ..' I apolo-rise if your

letter has not be;n in,iu.1.d rn thrs batch.

Let's kick oii 
"'' 

r:h R,-'n Basken'ille fiom
Castle Hrll. C': -. : ::' rd, S urrel'. rvho writes:

"On Fne:', li:t .{ugust I went along
uith m'. ir.nJ. in the S.I.G.A.P" group

ii ii1.;:litltr a neu surrey corn circle in

a lr:lJ .rn th: Hog's Back [the name of a

si.ti,rn of rhe A3 1.] Amongst other tests

th;t i,,: made in the circle (which was a

plarn ;ircle w'ith a trident shape attached

rrr rt). we obtained an interesting tape

re;ording from the centre of the circle by

thrusting two wires [into the ground?]

.joined to a microphone head which in turn
rvas plugged into a tape recorder. On

playback we heard an electrostatic crackle
plus a clear BI-EEP which bleeped every

four seconds. It sounded much like a

location bleep of a satellite.

I wonder that if we could have dug down

in the circle centre, would we have found

a homing probe?? Which made me think
- if I wished to observe bees or wasps, I
would put a saucer of honey on my win-
dow sill to attract their attention, then

when they arrived on the saucer I would
study them at my leisure. What I am

implying is this: the circles' purpose is to

attract us and make us enter (i.e. saucer

and honey). Once we are in the confines
of the circle, we are then able to be

monitored (the bleep is a murker). Inmy
humble opinion, it is a sidetrack to worry
about the significance ofthe varied shapes

of the corn circles - they are only varied i tr

order to retain our attentiott and so make

us continue to enter them. It is a hunmne

u a1'of studying us - better then abduction
and lost time, etc. I hope the Ministry of
Detence receives copies of The Circular
bccause we certainly have trespassersl."

I might be able to help Ron here: I few

months ago I purchased a "natural radio"

receiver from Conversion Research (write
to P.O. Box 535, Descanso, Califomia
91916-0535 for more information). This
useful, hand-held, battery-operated radio
- model WR-3 VLF - which recei"'es

sigaals in the 0.1.-10 KHz range (you

need a pair ofWalkman -type headphones).

picks up all manner of naturally-produced
electrostatic emission such as those given

offby lightning discharges (known popu-

larly as "whistlers"). It has to be operated

far from A.C. power-lines, otherwise all
incoming signals are obliterated by an

unpleasant (and very loud) hum. It can

also just receive signals emitted by the

Omega world-wide navigational system.

These range from 10.2 to 13.8 KHz, with
eight dashes per ten-second interval. The
nearest Omega transmitting station to

England appears to be in Norway; another

powerful transmitter is located near La

Moure, in North Dakota. I have found

that these signals can be clearly heard in a

number of different locations (including

Crawley Down and Cheesefbot Head, as

well as the fields behind m1'house, rvhere

no crop circles e",er form), and at tirnes

several signals can be heard overlapping.

I just wonder if Ron's recording might be

of these same signals? The trouble is,

there's so much radio junt of human

origin being transmitted these days - some

of it publc and much of it secret - one

would be hard-pressed to differentiate
between these signals and those generated

by methods not of terrestrial origin.

Next, to Regina Cullen of London:-

"I woulcl like to suggest that an experi-

ment be undertaken using radionics to see

if an event could be created in a suitable

field. Radionics, which is, it would
appear, a paranormal process in itself, has

in the past been responsible for some

astonishing effects. A read through the

chapter "Radionic Pesticides" inThe Se-

cret Life of Plants by Peter Tomkins and

Christopher Bird (Harper & Row, 1973),

reveals that pest control was successfully

achieved in the 1950s in the USA in
aerially photographed fields by private

individuals who also worked with offi-
cials of the states of Ohio and Pennsylva-

nia. As has been the tragic fate of so many

panaceas, however (a process vividly il-
lustrated by on-going persecution of tmly
effective "alternative" medicine, espe-

cially of the cancerieronymous), one of

the protagonists of the radionic miracle
"... was so stunned by the lethal potential
of the tuned radiation that he resolved

ner,er to reveal everything about the make-

up of his devices or their operation until
he could one day find serious researchers

of impeccable character to help him eluci-

date the exact potentials ofhis discover-
ies. " Hrs treatments were so precise he

was able to pinpoint individual ears of
com and disintegrate the worm on each of
them. With this level of accuracy a

pictogram or a Mandelbrot Set would
hardly be challenging.

"A Canadian seer has contacted me with
the following insight into what she be-

lieves is part of the mechanism of creation

(I relay this without intending to pass

judgment on the usefulness or accuracy of
clairvoyance): she likened her vision to

the functioning of a pantograph - a graphic

artist's device for transferring a drawing
or figure from one surface to another. I
can well imaging someone sitting at a

drawing-board having sport with us ...
only aerial photos would be required in
addition to the radionic equipment. Who

is it who thus maps our countrysicle'] The

military - and, in my opinion, based on

research undertaken rn t'€sponse to certain

personai experiences - military/intelli-
genceidefence interests experiment with
every conceivable aspect of reality, par-
ticularly the electromagnetic spectrum.

"I've heard a rumour that radionics has

been banned in the USA as also has

gyroscope research ... This means that no

one but the nationai security elite is al-
lowed to delve into these mysteries, so

obviously effective that they must be kept

secret "forour own good". Thatthey may

be used to enslave us is another matter and

one desperately overdue for further pub-

lic exposure but, I suppose, not here. "

Regina's letter was actualiy written al-

most a year ago and I'm sorry it took us so

long to publish it. I don't know anything
about radionics, but the nature of the

energy - and the subsequent attempts to

keep information away from public dis-
cussion and further scientific scrutiny -

reminds me strongly of Wilhelm Reich

and his Orgone energy, which, amongst

other things, was shown to have both
positive and deleterious efTects on cancer-

ous cells (clepending on the dosage), as

well as being involved in the processes

that culminate in rainf'all or drought con-

ditrons. During the 1950s, the US Gov-



eflrment - through its Food and Drug
Administration office - made concerted

efforts to discredit Reich, then buried his
work in obscurity by ordering a ban on all
further Orgone research, having him ar-
rested and the burnhg all his notes, books
and manuscripts. Must have been pretty
powerful stuff.

I'm told that there are American research-
ers who are still experimenting with
Reich's Cloudbuster machine and - ac-
cording to some - are creating drought
conditions in parts of America because

they don't know how to operate it prop-
edy; there is even an organisation dedi-
cated to exposing this experimentation to
the public in the hope that further practi-
cal study of Orgone in relation to rain-
making will be better controlled. Else-
where in the world, a few doctors are

continuing to apply Reich's Orgone Ac-
cumulator to patients with cancers, some-
timeswithremarkable success - and some-

times with tragic failure.

If you want to know more about Reich's
Oregone energy and how it might be

involved in crop circle formation, I heart-
ily recommend Andrew Collins' book
The Circlemafters (ABC Books 1992).

David Boadella's Wilhelm Reich : The
Evolution of his Work (A*ana) is an

excellent biography. Andrew himself
recommends Peter Reich's Book of
Dreams (fromyour local library, ifyou're
lucky) as well.

On a more down-to-earth level, Tony
Caldicott from Newark in Nottingham-
shire writes: -

"The CCCS badly needs an information
leaflet or prospectus to give out to general

enquirers. We meet people and tell them
about our interests and activities; they
say, "Can you give me something to read
about it?" - and we realise that there is
nothing suitable for a lay person to look
through. This applies particularly when
talking to farmers who know nothing
about the Centre , and we want to convince
them that it is a well-established and res-
pectable organisation. The Cerealogist
and ev en The Circulnr aren' t right for this
sort of occasion; they are full of esoteric
articles and information addressed prima-
rily to current members. Besides, they are

too expensive to hand out to all enquirers.

"I suggest that a simple, well-printed A4
handbill with the standard CCCS logo and

heading, which gave an idea of the stand-

ing of the Council members. would be

useful in telling people about the Centre

and in establishing the credentials of Lndr-

vidual researchers. ' Thanli,s. Tony'. good

idea. Over to you, Council mernbersl

Now to my old chum Jon Eril Ba;k-tord of
Califomia, who conttnues ro hold forth
from the Crypto-Phenomena \f useum Ln

Malibu, California. WntLng on the 9th

July, he says:-

'Re the current batch of seem i n _rl t hoa.rC
circles, let me remind readers that I pre-

dicted in 1990 that the Circlemak.rs mav

be cosmiciokers and enjol' a gc",r1 iaugh

at our expense. Could it be that th;" are

hoaxing a hoax - a la Doug 'n Dar e - l'ut
from above, and makmg genurne ;Lr:L.s
look like hoaxed circles? ,A.fier all, 

"i 
ha:

law says that all genuine circles rnu-.i l'=

neat and tidy? Whenever \!'e estat,rs: 3

law, or a rule of thumb, the Circirmokc:-s
change the rules. We nor.r' run a:!--.r:.

confused - in circles. The lesst'n t,: :'=
learned fromall this is to do m,ore \I:rs'- .

Hilltypeof surveillance. If peopl;..:r". ""

get into a field, and it produces a :r:-.:
then that is not hoaxed, and a1l \\. LF; .:
one verified non-hoax to pror e Lrt-lr .a<
One genuine anomaly rs *orth i- ,'-'-
hoaxes, so let the hoaxers run amLrk. r: .:
ls they; all we need is one or mor. s.: - . - .
ones to work with. One Nessre is a-- -:

takes, not fifty, and one UFO. nL'l !!:.
and one Yeti, not six. Get the rd:a"'

In August, Jon Erik follou'ed up:-

"In Sept/Oct of 1991, I suggeste,J i:1:
a hoaxing con-
test be held, in
the dark. This
was done. This
year, the hoax-
erswon, ingen-
eral. Inowsug-
gest an Ad-
vanced Hoax-
ingContest, to

be held in, a)

oil-seed rape
crop; b) wheat
crop. Itshould
beinJunewhen
rape is green,

and the winner
wouldbreakthe
least stems,
while making a

good dumb-
bell" Natural

circles rn rape break /,o stems. ln wheat,

the wimer must lay down three layers of
crossiag wheat similar to such formations
as Winterbourne Stoke 1990 and
Lockeridge 1991, which had at least two
lavers. In a second wheat category , swirls
must be laid down on top of counter-
cloclovise swirls. All this must be done in
the dark, under the same rules at 1992.

The Circlemakers of aparanormal origin
are not knocked out yet." Jon Erik has

been known to ruffle a few feathers when-
ev'er he comes over here and gets involved
rvith other researchers; I've never met
him, but our correspondence suggests to
me that he is one of those Americans with
a no-nonsense approach to life (I think we
uould call himabull inachinashop!), but
desprte this I have to admit he often seems

to Eet to the nub of things where others
urge a more cautious approach, He con-
:ludes his letter by saying, "We are not
here to be popular. We are here to get the

.,,r'b done." When you ponder on what
napp:ned to Reich, the difficulties en-

- -'ulrered witn radionics research and the

.:-;.i :f UFOs. you can, as they say, see

,i:;r. ie's coming from.

r,:;: :::'>. letters coming. If youwould
-r.: : r: .n;luded r.n ourquarterly review
I r:ar;ri l.tters, write to me:- BoB

I\I\IGSLE\. SL\ FIR GROVE (OFT
ilRGRC)\E RO \D). \ITIITEHILL,
F{\\|5}IIRE GL-15 9ED. U.K. ( and

l'' -l : ':. Cr:,;lar Editor, George
: - ?.:.-: lfark rour/elters(not
: :r..;ir,p.s) CLOSE ENCOUN-
l:-":-i. r r-u.

The Enigma for
NINETIES

CCCS First lnternational
WNCHESTER 1

the

Conf erence
992

RECORDINGS OF THE PROCEEDINGS
available at f 3.50 each presentation

including p & p. ln addition a complete
Set of ALL the PRESENTATIONS

A TOTAL OF 13 TAPES
available at the special price of f35 inc p&p.

Please send I our cheque with order
statlng whrch presentation is required to :-

David Percy, 25 Belsize Park, London NW3 4DU.
For further information call 071 - 794 4159



After completion of Bob Krngslel 's C/ose

Encounters feature for this issue the fol-
lowing two important letters \r'ere re-
ceived and are included here :

Dear Sir,

On Wednesdar l9th Jul; 1992, I and

Stanler \{ r- m '*:re carrying out sur-
vev u ork .: : r.-p ;rrcle formations in the
locali,. :,f .{r..n Pnors, Wiltshire. At
i -', :: ::f r,lxlmately we were moving
-.---:: i:''rl the tramlines just inside the
''i:s:.n :dge of the large wheat field
'.rl-r:h Iies between Alton Priors and
\\ rl;ot. The field belongs to the Carson
famrly from whomwe had had permission
to survey a large ring and circle formation
whrch lay further to the east across the
field. Our purpose was to approach the
formation from the southern limits of the
field and thereby avoid attracting atten-
tion, since the field was not open to the
general public.

About 1 50 yards from the southern bound-
ary of the field, (OS ref. 115615), which
consists of a hedgerow with trees, I saw a
vehicle pass my line of visionjust in front
of the hedgerow, and moving from right
to left (ie from west to east). A silver
bonnet or dome appeared about 2-3 feet
above the top of the corn, which stood
about 2ft 6 in high. The rest of the vehicle
was hidden below the crop, but when it
passed the end of the tramline I noticed
that it was dark underneath with what
appeared to be a complex of machinery.
The top of the vehicle appeared to be
about 10-15 feet wide and was travelling
at a steady 20 to 30 mph. At one point it
dipped below the top of the corn but
reappeared and passed out of sight. The
incident lasted between 5 and 10 seconds.

I assumed that it must be the top of a car
or farm vehicle which was travelling in a
hollow-way between the hedge and the
growiag crop. On reaching the end of the

field I discovered that there was no hol-
low-way, indeed no trackway of any sort
on either side of the hedgerow. On this
srde the crop and the hedgerow were only
a few feet apart" The tramlines turned to
nrn along the edge of the field about 10 -
I -i t'eet inside the field but neither they nor
the edpe of the field showed any trace of

":: phr sical vehicle having recently passed

lI3: \\ a) .

S';:1=1 \{orcom who was walking a short
i ::rn.. Ln frontof meandfacingthesame
c::..:rln drd not see the vehicle. The
'.i ea:her u a-c t-lne and visibilitv excellent.

HAMPSHIRE and SOUTH of
M{GI,AND CCCS WORIGIIOP

28th NOVEMBER 1992

This will be held at Butser Ancient Farm,
Nexrs House, Gravel Hill, Horndean,
Hampshire POE OQE on Sat. 28th No-
vember from l0 am to 4 pm. Please bring
your own packed lunch, or let mekrow if
you would like a Ploughrnn's Lunch
(f2.50). There will be a f10 entry fee
payable at the door.

Many of you have told me that you will be
coming. I would ask everyone to advise
me so that I know the numbers and please

let me know as soon as possible. There is
room for approximately 60170 people.--
Lucy Pringle, 5 Town Lane, Sheet,
Petersfield GU32 2AF.Tel : 07 30 -263454

Although physically tired we were both
completely sober!

I have no rational explanation for this
extraordinary occurence. However, it
should be noted that in lectures and inter-
views during the summer of 1992 I had

expressed some reservations about the
UFO phenomenon, saying that it lay out-
side my own personal experience. Could
this happening be another erample of the
exquisite timing and sense of humour of
the Crop Circle Makers and their Associ-
ates, who produced a phenomenon of
profound personal significance, but with-
out third party corroboration or the op-
porf.rnity to record the event on camera!

Yours faithfully

Michael Green

Chairman

Dear Director of Field Research,

On Friday 7th August, on receipt of your
instructions to inspect a formation near
Rye in Sussex, I set off on what should be
a journey of 75 minutes at 5.45 pm in a
zealous frame of mind.

On the way I took a short cut and got lost.
Noticing my petrol was low, I resolved to
obtain some approaching the target area.

On arrival at the petrol station, there was
a sign saying 'Sorry, no petrol".

In the hamlet nearby there was a pub
called The Plough, and I stopped to obtain
directions to the farm which you had

indicated. I was told it was first down the
road. I went out and found the car would
not start; indeed, I finally ran down the

battery.

I deduced that the reason was that I was on
a reverse slope and the petrol that re-
mai:red in the tank would only obey the

laws of gravity and run to the back.

I refurned to the pub and explained my
predicament. 'Ah", they said "you didn't
really want to go there anyrvay'.

'Where did I want to go?', I enquired"

"Well", they said, "if you want to see the

farmer, he doesn't live there - only his
mother, an old lady who lives alone. Is he

a friend ofyours ?"

"No", I said; "I want to talk to him about
a corn circle on his land. "

"Well, you're in luck, then. He always
pops in for a drink on his way home".

I decided to wait for him, and noticed that
my carwasparked slightly projecting into
the road.

"Wouid you give me a push?", I asked.

They did. I rvas half in and half out of the

car and the push I was given was stronger
than I anticipated. As the car door was

open and I failed to brake in time, the open
door caught one of thewindows of thepub
and broke it. One of the shards cut my'

arm, and a wheel ran over my big toe.

I returned to the pub and in helping to
clear up the glass cut my finger.

The barman was very kind about it and

asked for my name and telephone number
to give to the farmer when he returned.
"Of course," he said, "I've got some
petrol at home but I can't leave the pub. "

The farmer will be here shortly, I'm sure

he'll help you.'

I waited for an hour. "He's late tonight",
they said.

"Is there a garage open?", I asked.

"No", they said.

"What about phoning for a taxi to come
with petrol andjump leads?", I suggested
(the car is automatic).

'Here is a number", they said. I tried it
four times over the next half hour. It was

engaged. Finally it answered and a sen-

sible man understood and said he wouid
come immediately.

Then the farmer came. He was about the
size of an England front row forward. I



The I.,TYSTERY of the
CROP CIRCLES

Messages from another World ?

This new video is a thorough and well-
produced documentary on the circles phe-

nomenon containing striking aerial pho-
tography - 124 minutes.
Producer Michael Hesemann, Editor of
Magazin 2000, interviewed many leading
circles researchers for this video which
includes Steven Alexander's Milk Hill
UFO sequence. Price f, 19. 95 + Ll.20 p&p
Available as from 20llll92. Write to:-
Gloria Wingfield, Hearne House, North
Wmfroq StreptonMallet, Snn. BA4fiW.

BUSTY TAYLOR
is available to lecture on the Crop Circles
during the winter months, if pu would
like to organise a suitable evening. Busty's
selection of incomparable aerial photos

never fails to impress. Fordetails contact

Busty at : 52 Appletree Grove, Andover,
Hants SP10 3RG. Tel : O264 - 324496.

greeted him effusively, and extricated a

crushed hand from his.

I explained why I had come to see him. He
said, "You'vebeen had. Nothing like that

on my land. "

The taxi driver arrived with the petrol.
There was no funnel. The farmer said he
had one and produced a large plastic
affair. It was so large that the angle of
atiack u'as wrong and the petrol poured
out on the ground, but we salvaged a bit.

We attached the jump leads and both
received shocks. Eventually we got the
car started. I got some more petrol and

went home. I amved at 11.15 p.m. with
a bruised toe, a cut arrn, a damaged door
to my car and minus f25 ard an acute
headache. I haven't had the bill for the
pub window yet.

Dc you think that I have had a paranormal
erperieuce? Should I see someone about

it? Please advise.

I am, Sir, as always,

Your obedient servant,

Colin Bloy

Dear Colin, Thank you for your horror
story. I am not sure that you have had a
paraaorrnal experience within the mean-
ing of the Act, but we enjoyed hearing
about your expedition. (Send expenses

clainrs, hospital bills, garagebills, etc. to
CCCS) Therewas indeed a fine dumbbell
erop formation at TQ194198 at
Cadborough Farm, west of Rye, as indi-
cated. This has been photographed from
the air and the farmer now acknowledges
that it was in one of his fields. --Director
of Field Research, CCCS.

Pnoo ?(1

CIPIDRS IN TIm CROPS, The Fraclal
and Geometric Circles of 199 1. Edited by

Beth Davis. (Gatewa)' Books)

This excellent paperback edited bi Beth

Davis and with contributions b1 leading

researchers in the crop ctrcle rnr estiga-
tion community, gives the reader an in-
sight into the workings of an inteilig=nt
force that is allegedll'behrnd tbe :reati,rn
of crop formations. The no* r.no','.n;d
formation thatappeared at Barb,u4' Ca.11e

is illustrated as having parallels Ln .d-
chemical diagrams. These diagraLi a:r
representative of the triads of the Sun. th.
Moon and Mercury, or as stated br Bnar
Grist in his dissertation on the .{lchemr : a,

signifi cance of the tnangular formatr c n,:' :

Sulphur, Salt and Mercury. Indeed tL.
triangle could also represent the H;i"
Trinity, Father, Son and Holl Sprni. lu:
it cannot represent them all at the saE.
time. A choice has to be made: * tu:h,,-'".
of these three triads does Barbun Cs-.11.

represent and why?

The clue as to which of the tnads th:
Barbury Castle formation alludes ta. : a=.
with the appearance of the senes o: _gr=:i
fish formations about which there rs lr:ll.
mention in this book. The great lrsb ha,l

at either end of them the same si mr.:1 t.'i
the Moon that appeared on the Barbun
Castle formation. Thus makmg anlther
triangle, Moon (the planet). \\.ater tthe

element), Fish (the creature r. Srr prer t-

ous formations - the Dodma-nc,grams -

gave the clue to the ratchet spirai. ior it
represented a snail shell or l{ehr at the

Mercury apex (see 'Double Helir' rn

Cereolcgist No. 6) The sisn used for
'Sun' is, too, aknowa sun slgx. Without
rnention of these formations it is hard for
the reader to see that there really is a

thread of information flrnning through the
1991 senes of pictograms. Perhaps the

authors were neryous of the clairns by
Doug & Dave to have made the
Dodmanogramsl There is incidentally a
wrong attribution of a particular alchemi-
cal diagram as being the work of Basilus
Valentinus (on page 47). His diagram is
in fact (d), though this rs incorrectly said
to be the SilvaPhilosophorumof Comelius

Petraeus. The Hebrew scnpt in the centre

of the triangle reads NATURE. The verse

above the diagram of the Tenth Key,
could have been included for it is so apt in
this enigmatic exercise:-

If all the worlds nature,

Were seen in one figure,

,{nd nothing could be evolved by art,

\othing wonderful would be found in the

L nrverse,

.{rld \arure would have nothing new to
tr11 us.

!--'r'.rl-l;h 1et us laud and praise God.

3.1: D:r rs lells the story'of her investiga-
:: : -lt::, th= erents surrounding the ap-

:€<:a:-'i .-'f :h: \f andlebrot at Ickleton,
:- - it: -..-. -. : : :h .. '.rhc .'ould possi-

:., :... :-;i. :1. t:,nr:.ation. ,A,11 enquif-
:=. "l :L= :"::lt"' :,-r \f athematics at Cam-
:i:!: .i;:; mei ,,r'ith -strong denials of
;- . l , .:-:;n: Ll aa1 planned fabrication of
lr': :-r=ati.rn. .{s 1'et no one has ever
,i..m.d th: \f andlebrot was their work.

Gelr_le \\ Lngfield gives a fascinating ac-

i.ru-ot urf lus visits to the Barbury Castle

F r, tosral:r and to thelckleton Mandlebrot.
He provides a detailed assessment of these

formations describing them as two of the
most remarkable events of the 1991 sea-

son. Gary Hardwick's account of the

happenings in the sky on the night that the

Barbury Castle triangle appeared, is ech-

oed by the report in the Cambridgeshire
journal of the sighting of a blue ball of
light close to where the Mandlebrot ap-

peared at Ickleton. This emphasises for
the reader the degree of strangeness at-
tached to this phenomenon, and the con-
nection befween crop circles and anoma-

lous lights seen in the vicinity at or around

the time of their creation.

John and Julie Wakefield write about the

famed meeting of NativeAmerican chiefs

and Shamans at Machu Pichu in 1986 to

discuss the reactivation of the ancient

Mayan centres. Also they discuss the

Tt - /-;-^,,t-- t/^1,,dD ? 
^1,,-h.- 

I



image of the Froxfield Serpent in terms of
the DNA structure under attack by UV
radiation and possibly by radio-nuclides.

However, the jury is still out on whether

there are any anomalous isotopes to be

found il crop formations' The scientists

hvolved il samplmg in 1991 were lat-

terly, dissatisfied with their initial results

from samples taken from the Firs Farm

Dolphin formation. We eagerly await

their verdict on this year's more compre-

hensive samphng by the team of project

Argus of which they were members.

Jurgen Kronig discusses all the different
views that are held concerning this phe-

nomenon, and sees some problems for the

establishment should these events prove

conclusively to be exterior communica-

tions from another world of which we

have little or no knowledge. Neither does

he see the change over from a society

based on material wealth to one of spiritu-
ality as coming easily and without a f,rght

with those who believe in a purely mecha-

nistic and material society. Are the cita-

dels of science to be taken in a maelstrom

of luminosities and crop circles? Will the

children of the future be taking GCSEs in
Jungian symbolism? Will the sermon of
the week be writ large in the glebe? What

does the future hold? Perhaps we shall

inde€d experience a dramatic shift in con-

sciousness! Jurgen reckons that the signs

ate that we are akeady undergoing this

process.

This book is a good read and verY in-
formative, and was badly needed to give

a view different to the circle faking sce-

nario so popular in the Media' I would

highly recommend itto allwith an interest

in the subject, for it covers a good part of
the ever growing tapestry of events in the

fields. The crop circles are there, theY

refuse to be hidden from public gazn, and

whether the sceptics and mockers like it or
not, they are having a dramatic effect on

people. Certainly this book is a compul-

sive reading for croppies!

-.JOHN HADDINGTON

SPUREN IM KORN. Edited bY Jurgen

Kronig. Published in German bY

Zweitausendeins. [It is intended to pub-

lish an English Language edition of this

book later in the yearl

"Traces in Corn " is a collection ofeight-
een essays, two photo-essays and a fore-

word, by no less than fifteen contributors.

The book itself is a handsome hardback

(239 pages) with superb typography and a

great many excellently reproduced colour

photographs. Ten ofthe essays are traas-

lated from English originals.

In his foreword, Jurgen Kronig reminds

us of the sheer timeliness of the corn

circles. In this age of doggedly secular

thinking, and of so many wodd crises

brought about by human greed and fail-
ure, it is surely hardly surprising that the

circles have now appeared' Their secrets

are challenging us to ask the great spir-
itual questions of ourselves and of the

wodd around us. The intervention by
noutsiders", some of them state institu-
tions, in the form of campaigns to dis-

credit the genuineness of the circles, has

confused the general public as to the real

nature of the phenomenon: this book will
serve as a guide for the interested reader.

A list of 92 pictograms, together with the

date and place oftheir first appearance, is

a useful reference source. There is also a

number of photographs of circles that

have obviously been faked.

Some of the articles are detailed factual

descriptions of cirole formations. There

is a well-documented piece on the large

pictogram near Hildesheim, written by
three young German students. The real

evidenceis carefully sorted fromthe false:

farm machinery had twice behaved

strangely when passing over the circles,

which is seen as evidence, but reports that

a solid gold disc of 12-inch diameter,

found under the earth at the site, and

showing a copy of the pictogram, are seen

as a hoax.

Other articles, like Kronig' s own "Circles

- a Modern Myth", or John Michell's
"Cyphers of Nature" are essays on the

deeper meaning of the circles. Kronig
draws attention to the number of people

who are already seeking a supernatural

world, and to whom UFO's, for examPle,

are answering their need: in these cases,

we have to be careful that such a search is

not a drift into a dangerous unreality.
However, the earth's known cycles, such

as those of carbon dioxide, cycles of the

moon, or of the sunspots, are from a

source of energy which may influence the

human psyche. Such energy might help

us to explain the circle phenomenon.

Certainly e,nergy lines (leylines) areknown
in other cultures, such as those of the

Chinese or native Australian peoples.

Michell speaks of the possibility of spir-

itual force, which reminds us that such a

force, if it is manifesting itself in the form
of pictograms in corn, could be the begin-
ning of a physical explanation of the

circles. This comprehensive book will
help the public to make up its mind.

--I\U(OLAUS REGNERISCH

CCCS FIRST INTERNATIONAL
C ONFERENCE. WINCIIESTER

A full report on the highly successful

CCCS Clonference in Winchester will
appear in the next issue ofThe Circular.

Centre for Crop Circle Studies

WINTER LECTURE PROGRAM
at

Kensington Central LibrarY,
Phillimore Walk, London W8 7RX.

Oct 2nd

Dec 11th

Feb 12th

Roy Dutton

George Wingfield,
Busty Taylor

Dowsing Debate:

Richard Andrews,

Nov 6th John Martineau

Jan 15th Montague Keen

Pat Palgrave-Moore, Michael Green,

Lucy Pringle, Barbara Davies.

QtlLtI'If AERIhIT EEO|Iffi
af 1992 Crcp
6 X 4" photos @ t1.25. Posters also

available. For fulldetrils send aS.A.E.
to Anthony Horn, 23 Sea View Drive,
Scarborough, N. Yorks, YOll 3HY.



New title:
CIPHERS IN THE CROPS
The Fractal & Geometric Circl.es of 1991

Edited by Beth Dauis.
There was a quantum
change in the nature of the
crop circle phenomenon in
1991, every bit as great as

the 'pictogram exPlosion of
1990. To mark the signifi-
cance of the 'scientifi"c
ciphers', before they are
overtaken by 1992 events,
Beth -Davis has edited this
lovely little book, looking in
depth into the Mandelbrot,
the Barbury Cast1e fo-rma-

tion and the Serpent. The point is that while the pic-

tograms of 1990 invited all kinds of analyses and

inierpretations, it is more clear what the 1991 ciphers

represent, and more productive to inquire into their
potential significances. We hope this new book stimu-
iates a more thoughtful approach to the mystery and

decipherment of the croP circles.

Tabe launched o,t the CCCS Winchester Conference'

ISBN 0-946551-93-6. 76 colour photos, 88pp, p lb f'5'95'

CROP CIRCLES . HARBINGERS
OF WORLD CHANGE
Edited by Alick, Bartholomew. Now in paperbach.
Harbingers is concerned
with meaning in and
behind the phenomenon.
Whiie reporting the dra-
matic shifts in comPlexitY
and variety of formations
in 1991, it also boldlY Puts
forward some radical holo-
graphic ideas and adven-
turous speculations about
their signifrcance in the
wider world context. This
is an examination of realitY,
not just crop formations'

'Bartholontew's booh is compulsiue readirtg" - Daily
Mail. "The book prouides a wealth of knowledge and
informatioru otl our understanding of the circles" -
Clifton Digest.

ISBN 0-946551-89-8. 67 colour, 51 b lw illus, 192pp,

p lb, f,9.95.

THE CROP CIRCLE ENIGIVIA
A range of uiewpoints from the CCCS.

Edited by Ralph Noyes.
This is stiil the best introductory book in English cov-

ering questions aroused by the mysterious circles. It
traces the history back ten years and more, looking at
mechanisms, myths and metaphysics.
""The most comprehensiu e an'd' thought-prou ohirtg
appraisal of the mystery to date" - Twenty-Twenty.
oHours of absorbing reading" - Global Link-Up
Magazine.
ISB\ 0 916551'75 8. 68 colour,62 b lw illus' 192pp,

p b. L9.95.

CROP CIRCLE CALENDAR 1993
A cereological Christmas
present solutionl A beauti-
ful collection of Pi.ctures
shorving the er-olution of the
phenomenon. from the
Celtic Closs to the
]Iandelbrot. Photos b1' John
Haddington. I{ac Smith,
George Wingfield, BustY
Ta1'1or, David Parker and
Richard Wintle. A fuII 12"

square photo faces a 72"
square monthly calendar.

ISBN 0-944256-23-6. f.6.96 G66p post), f,6.00 G66p post) to
CCCS members. Auailable 1 August 92.

CROP CIRCI E
POSTERS
1991 series (350x490mm):
Barbury Castle; Mandel-
brot.

1990 series (490x680mm):
Alton Barnes; Crawley
Down; Barn Field; The
Gallops.
tl.95 each (inct VAT + post), f 1.60 each for two or more'

CROP CIRCLE
POSTCARDS
Two sets ofeight different cards: 1990 and 1991.

t2.50 per set ftnclVAT+ post) or for any eight cards ordered'

Order through

GATEWAY BOOKS, The Hollies, wellow, Bath BA2 8QJ, UK.
0225-835t27, 0225-840012 or local stores.

oArEw Bool(s
lnformed and up'to'date cereologicol publicotions'


